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DEATKV OF THE1 ARMY
4 I{FA~DQUARtTES 25TH INPANTRI DIVISION

-~ APO Sau Francisco 96225

AVDCDH 19 August 1967

SUBJICTi Operational Report for Quarterl~y Period Eding 31-July 196?
(RCS -SO-5 By

TO-. SEE DISTRIBUTION

Operational Report for Quarterly Period (RCS CSPOR-65)
Location: Vicinity, CU CHI, CU CHI Base Camp (XT647153), RVR
Reporting Officer: Major General John C. F. Tilison III
Prepared by: Captain Howard C. &=annig C0, 1fth Military
History Detachmuent

1. (C) Significant granisational Activities.

a. Overations.

and 145Gme nit ractions e 11 major (Ba or higher) operatior~

aduri0g thisl quntar tir A ons ucted by the 25th Infantry Division-kjO
dur ngthsqarter A. major and 109 small unit actions resulted inA

(2) TNISQU&LLY (28 Nov 66 - 14 May 1967). The mission

of the operation was to conduct operations to secure the area adjacent
9 to the base camp of the 3rd Bde, 4th Inf Div at DA.U TIENG and to sli&-

inate VC influence in the unitte Tactical Area of Responsibility (TACRt).
Operations from 1 - 14 May 1967 primarily consisted of daylight recon-
naissance, and night ambush patrols within 3000 meters of the DAU TIEVG
base camp. There was no significant contact.

inResults of Operation FORT NISQUAJLLY were as f ollows: 28 VC Killed
inAction (KIA), verified by Body Count (BC), 23 VC KIA possible (pose),

26 VC Prisoners (W), 58 detainees. Captured and evacuated were: 23 U
individual waos,2 L,1 c.yremine, 13_CIOMRG2 1695 rds

36 tons of rice,. 105 lbs pork, 325 lbs sugar, 41 lbs tea, 20 lbs shrimp
6 kg assorted food; 10 bicycles, 5 new bicycle frames, 3 bags bicycle
parts; 1 pair jungle boots, 1 roll black material, 100 lbs assorted
clothing; 300 ft electric wire, 2 FM( radios, 4 batteriesi 1 US gas mask,
1 large roll mosquito netting, Il1 lbs d~cwnents, 11 rolls corrugated tin,

;ýoL or~ ~Q a :,e DOWNRADED AT 3 YEAR INTERVALS
F;LC DECI[ASSIFIED AFTER 12 YEARS
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20 gal kerosene, 30,000 Piasters, 150 lbe assorted medical supplies,
21 lbs epsom salts. Destroyed were: 10 AT mines, 32 A? mines, 29
hand grenades, 3 1O5mm casings, 3 155h= proJoctiles, 1 10omm projectile,
3 Sia rds, 1 M-79 rid, 3 rds CHIO)M RPG-2, 33 CMJ tomblets, 4 200 lb
bombs, 1 750 lb bomb; 391 tons rice, 1000 lbe beans, 1700 lbe peas, 3
Ibi sugar, 1 gal grease, 2 canteens whiskey, 160o lbs mullett; 7 sam-
pans, 6 bicycles; I Bn size hospital, 11 VC base camp, 309 buriers, 3
buildings, 115 foxholea, 32 huts; 310 ft electeic wire, 5 rolls barbed
wire, 250 sheets tin, 1 grinding mill.

(3) ALA MOANA (i Dec 66 - 14 May 1967). This operation
was aonduited• in HAU GIKIA ad A BINH DUONG. Provinces to destroy
to destroy VC forces, supplies and base camps noar the division base
camp at CU CHI, and in the FILHOL Plantation, and to provide security
for the CU CHI base camp and surrounding area. First and 2nd Brigades,
25th Infantry Division continued participation in Operation ALA MOANA
employing local security operations, without significant contact until
the tdmiantion fbAoperatilon on 14. May 1967. Results of Operation ALA
MOANA were as follows: 381 VC KIA (BC), 558 VC KIA (poss), 25 VC PW,
652 detainees. Enemy equipment losses were: 94 small arms weapons, 5
crew served weapons, 56 artillery shells, 133 mines, 406 grenades, 7
mortar rounds, 12 bombs, 21,499 rounds of small arms ammunition, 181
booby traps, 87 cluster bomb units (CHU), 188 blasting caps, 17 anti-
tank weapon rds, 289 sampans, 4 outboard (sampan) motors, 55 Ibs medical
supplies, 14 bicycles, 162 lbs docments, 2 oxcarts, 15 sticks TNT, 4
lbs clothing and 57 lbs explosives; 5 punji pits, 2,395 meters of trenches
and 57 foxholes; 120,092 tons of rice, 2 tons of salt and 5 tons of
food stuffs other than rice.

(4) JUNCTION (ITY (22 Feb - 16 May 1967). This operation
concluded using the Mobile Brigade Concept to continue offensive operat-
ions in War Zone "C" begum by the forces of the entire division. Operat-
ions hI• 1 May through 16 May were conducted by the Ist Brigade, 9th
Infantry Division, uhich had been placed under operational control (OP(ON)

of the 25th Infantry Division. Significant contact occurred on 13 May
%hen Fire Support Base (FSB) 11 at XM305495 was attacked by an urknoun
size VC unit and received over 100 rounds of 81mm and 82am mortar fire
with small arms (SA) and automatic weapons (AW) fire, resulting in one
tank and one M15I ý ton truck being destroyed, 8e.1.S. KilUed by Hostile
Action (KHA) aild 30 more US Wounded in Hostile Action (WiA). The operat-
ion concluded on 16 May without further significant contact. Results nf
Operation. JUNCTION CITY were as follows: 947 VC KIA (BC), 423 VC KIAl
(poss)& 183 HOI WANI (rallier under the CHIE1 HOI Program), 18 VC PW,
and 61 detainees, of whome 35 were civil defendants and 26 were innoce-
civilians. Enemy equipment losses weret There were 314 small arms
weapons, 30 crew served weapons, 1,193 artillery shells, 156 mortar rdso
60 anti-tank weapon rounds, 331 mines, 559 grenades and booby traps,
41•482 rds of small arms ammunition, 120 bicycles, 25 sampans, 5,098
lbs of clothing, 1,058 lbs medical supplies, 8 radios, 4 telephones
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2,500 feet of communication wire, 50 batteries, I head set, 1 morse
"key, I mullimeter, 2 tape recorders, 7 audio tapes, I antenna, 9 ox-
carta, 2 printing presees, 10 generators, 12,643 gallons of fuel and
1,495 ]be of docments. kamy facility loseee were as follows:
3,471 fortifications, 1,060 structures, 25 tunneles 250 foxholes and
249 trenches. Enemy Food Losses -were as followsi
528 tons of rice, 15 tons of other foodstuffs (except rice), and 460
lbs of salt.

(5) MANHIATTAN (23 April - 07 June 1967). The 25th Infantry
Division as a port of IIFFORCEV began Operation MANHATTAN on 23
April with the objective of destroying VC forces and installations in
the HO DO- B01 LOI - BEN CUI areas and -long the SAI00N River in con-
junction with other IIFORCEV units. After IIFFORCEV concluded the
operation on 11 May, the 2%th Infantry Division continued Operation
MANIATTAN as a division operation until 07 June 1967, e~loying the
let and 2nd Brigades, 25th Infantry Division and 3rd Brigade, 4th In-
fantry Division. Search and destroy operations commenced in April
continued. On 9 May, 2nd Brigade, 25th Infantry Division conpleted
its participation in Operation MANHATTAN and returned to CU CHI Base
Camp in preparation for the forthcoming Operation .KOLIKOLE. On 10
May, 3rd Brigade, 4th Infantry Division completed its participation
in Operation MANHATTAN and returned to the DAU TIENG Base Camp in
preparation for the forthcoming OperatiomAHINA and DIAJIWLbj HEAD.
First Brigade, 25th Infantry Division contined operations and pro-
vided necessary security for extensive clearing operations conducted
by the 65th Engineer Battalion, which employed the HOKE PLOW, a mod-
ified bulldozer with a sharpened blade used for clearing densely
vegetated areas. In addition necessary roads were constructed in
the Area of Operations (AO). The clearing of the vegetation in the
AO deprived the VC of the sanctuary they had long established throuhi-
out the area, especially in the HO B0 and BDOl 0I Woods. Significant
results of Operation MANHATTAN were: 74 VC KIA (BC), 99 VC KIA (poss),
3 HOI CHANH and 19 PW. Enemy weapons and munitions losses were: 201
small arms weapons, 18 crew served weapons, 42 artillery rounds of
amnnunition, 671 mortar rounds of ammunition, 214 anti-tank weapons rds
of ammunition, 293 mines, 901 grenades and booby traps, 400,543 rds of
small arms ammunition, 168 cluster bomb units, 32D0 blasting caps, 2300
feet of detonating cord, 1800 lbs of TNT and 2278 lbs of black powder.
Enmy equipment losses: 34 sampans, 400 pounds of clothing, 443
pounds of medical supplies, 250 tons of rice, 5.5 tons of other food-
stuffs, 398 pounds of documents, 12,760 feet of communication vire, 7
radios, 30 pounds of punji stakes, 17 pounds of tools, one telephone,
7 protective masks, 2 plows, 108 bicycles, 1 oxcart, 6 generators, 25
gals of CS agent and 6 outboard motors. Enemy facility losses: 461
structures, 1594 meters of tunnels, 1163 bunkers, 421 foxholea, 5635
meters of trenches, 7 basb camps, 1 radio repair ship, 1 bicycle re-
pair shop and 2 hospitals.
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(6) AHINA (13 - 18 May 1967). This operation was a
search and destroy operation conducted in the east ewitral portion
of War Zone "C"l bounded by XT6490, XTMOO5, T5450 and XT6440. Its
purpose wes to engage and destroy VC/NVA forces known to be eperating
in the AO, and to destroy VC/NVA base camps and facilities through-
out the area. Operations conducted in this AO from 1 - 5 April during
Operation JUNCTION CTY indicated that further enemy facilities and
forces would be located there if the AO were re-occupied. Therefore
Operation AHINA was planned to exploit this intelligence. Enemy con-
tact during the operation was limited to sniper fire and occasionat
contact with squad size VC forces. Extensive weapons, foodstuffs, and
supplies were uncovered and destroyed which made the operation a suc-
cess. aipp3ies captured included three trucks known to have been
employed by the VC for resupply purposes. Operation AHINA was also
significant for its employment of a light tactical raft for an un-
opposed crossing of the SAIWON River at IT459562 by mechanized in-
fantry-in conjunction with a heliborne assault by other infantry
forces. Results of Operation AHINA were: 9 VC KIA (BC), 2 VC Killed
by Air Farce (KBF)(poss). Enemy equipment evacuated included: 3 AK-47
1 SKS carbine, I RPG-2 rocket launcher, I CHIOO1 LC-type 56 w/mag-
azine and 100 rds ammunition, I 1I rifle barrel-receiver group, 8000
brass mine adapters, 8000 detonator components, 100 feet electrical
cord, 200 smooth metal cylinders-believed to be pistol barrels; 7650
lbs polished rice, 330 bags unpolished rice (200 lb bags), 7 cows; 1

truck-lWlys panel, 1 truck-Landrover type, 70 lbs clothing, misc
machine parts-weapons molds, 1 fire extinguisher w/DDT spray, 1
single cylinder gas engLne, 20 sprinrg-3" in diameter 10" long, I
outboard engine-9rP Briggs & Stratton-w/misc tools and spare prits.
Enemy equipment destroyed: 90 rifle grenades, 63 frag grenades, 11
anti-tank mines, 1 I1G-2 rd w/2 fuzes, 18 howitzer rds - believed to
bb Jap*Aese pack-howitser rds, 1 Slam rd, 100 rds .30 cal, 150 rds
5.5amn, 4600 7.62 rds (short) for AK-47, j100 7.62 rds miso size, 15
rifle stocks, 12 magazines - 30 rd "banana" clip for A.K-47, 1 shotgun,
8 lbe black powder, 4 M-79 rds, 1 trip flare (US), 1 anti-personnel
mine 8" diameter, 6, CUJ bomblets, 300 lbe cordite, 5 casings for shape
charge, 9 60rau mrtr rds, I shape charge - 10 lb, 15 lbs batteries, 1
metal lathe, I drum - 55 gal; 54 huts (includes 4 kitchens & 4 class-roams), 42 bankers w/overhead covers 12OO motors trench w/foxholes; 10

tons rice, 9 lbe peas, 50 lbe peanuts, 1 hog (killed by Airstrike)
3 quarts cooking oil, 12 cans (5 gal ea) coconut oil, 30 cans (2 gal
ea) beans, 1 truck 3/4T Ddge - MI type (damaged from previous air-
strike)# numerous pots and pans - cooking utensils, 2 fish nets, 8
bicycles w/misc repair parts, 2 sampans, I winch, w/30' cable, 2 ham-
mocks, 2 gal gasoline, 1 gal kerosene.

(7) AWMA (I1 June - 25 June 1967). This operation was
o by the 25th Infantry Division as a Zollow up to Operation

fjJHTTAN, to exploit intelligence reports of VC activity along the
upper SAIGON River vic XT5632 and in the TRI TAM District XT5836. It
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employed the lot Brigade, 25th 1'nfantry Division and the 3rd Squadron,
4th Cavalry to search and destroy VC forces and installations in an AO tzuit
to house elements of Military Region (MR) IV, and that contained supply
routes that continued to the FIWHOL Plantation immediately north of the
Division base ca&p at CU CHI and to the HO BO kbods beyond than. During
the operation no main force units were encountered. Contact was limited
to sporadic sniper activity from local guerrillas. The operation was
begun ,dth te orossings of the SAICON RiveroOne a non-4.lluminated, non-
support crossing using aluminum foot bridges and liht tactical rqfts.
It was unopposed %hile another diversionary crossing was made by mechan-
imod units to the south. Although contact was negligible, extensive
amounts of enemy munitions and equipment were seized. Results of Operat-
ion KAWLA were: 38 VC KIA (BC), 26 VC KIA (pose), VC Killed by A':atrikes
(KBA) (BC) 2, VC KBA (poas) 25. Enemy quihpmIen oaptured ww
58 rds of Sk ammo, 2 RPG-2 launchers, 22 lbs of medical supplies, 12 ibs
of documents, 42 rds of SA ammoo 5 AX-47 rifles, 1 pistol belt, I combat
p&c••, 5 bags of CS-i, 9 tape recordings, I HIWDM carbine, 7 HG-2 rdes
9.2 tons of rice, 1 GCHIIM carbine, I cannon barrel, 2 bicycles, 1 82ma
mortar w/base plate, 1 grinding machine, 2 grenades, 1 dairy. Equipment
6estroyed: 9 sampans, 6 AT mines, 305 bunkers, 82 military structuree,
12 bicycles, 29 tons of rice, 1,257 rds of SA ammo, 3 claymores, 2 VC
protective masks, 55 AP mines, 1 500 lb bomb, 23 CBU's, 66 tretches, 29
tunmels, 54 grenades, 14 sampans, I 60mm rd, 1 500 lb bomb, 1 .50 cal
brooch, 1 .30 cal pistol w/o barrel, 1 .50 cal MG tripod, 3A lbs of
explosiles, 3 booby traps, 3 stoves, 1 RPG-2 rd, I raft, 6 CBWs det-
onato rs,

(8) SALHDETHRUSTk22 -20Apri~l$ 22 May - 2June., 5- 8
June, 2 - 10 July 1967). This operation was conducted by the 3rd
Squadron, 4th Cavalry as an intermittent security operation. SBER
THRUST was begun on 7 April and conducted in five phases as separate
security aiA patrolling operations in the vicinity of the 0U CHI base
camp, and along the Main Supply Route (MSR). During this reporting
period it was expanded to include engineer security, night ambushes.,
Long Range Reconnaissance Patrols and employment of a base cap re-
action force. Operation SABER THRUST VI was conducted from 22 Hay
through 2 June throughout the CU CI and TR0NG BANG Districts of HAU
NCHIA Province, to include the FILHOL Plantation and the HO BD Woods.
SABER THRUST VII was conducted from 5 - 8 June in an AO centered on
I2839 northwest of 00 DAU HA. S&BER 7HRUST VII was conducted from 2 -
10 July 1967 again throughout the CU CI and TRtNG BANG Districts of
HAU NOIIA Province. For the extent of enemy contact see paragraph le,
Intelligence. Results of the three phases of Operation SABER THRUST
were: 17 VC KIA (BC), 28 VC KIA (pose), 1 VC WCA, and 9 VC PW. Enemy
equipment captured was: 10 SA wapona, 10* lbs of documents, 800 lbs
fish, $20 in SYN currency, 1 - .50 cal mount, 1 - 4.2mm mortar tube,
1 carbine, 1 grenade, Eaemy equipment and foodstuffs destroyed were:
22,400 lbs rioe, 500 lbs fish, 51 fortifications, 34 tunnels, 27
structures, 1 sampan, 15 BT's, 2 AP mines, 19 grenades, 2500 rounds of
assorted Sh amo, 5 road blocks.



(9) AKUMU (o0 July 67 - 26 July 67). rurpaose of the ortion
was to conduct a cordon and search and padfication operation in
HOA DOr Village (fT715193), BIM DUONG Province. This village is
located five kilometers to the northeast of the division's base camp
at CU CHI, astd at the eastern edge of the FILHOL Plantation. The
cordon and search and pacification operations were conducted jointly
with the 7th ARIN Regiment, located in PHU HOA DONG. First Brigade,
25th Infantry Division, with 3rd Squadron, 4th Cavalry (-) under its
operational control (OP(DN), was the control headquarters for the
execution and continuation of the cordon while 7th ARVN Regiment
controlled the execution of the search and clearing of the village
interior. Intelligence prior to the operation indicated the presence
of elenents of the Ist Bn, Military Region IV (MR IV), the 7th Bn,
CU CHI District and the 2nd Bn, 00 MON District in the area. The
strength of each battalion was 200 - 300 men. In addition a VC local
force platoon of 25 men was known to operate in the area. Consider-
able VC activity in the adjacent FIIHOL Plantation and HO BD Woods
was known to be influential in the activities in the village and sur-
rounding areas. VC fortifications, installations, booby traps and
mines were found throughout the operation. Contact with VC forces
was light for the first days of the operation, consisting of sporadic
sniper fire from groups of 2 or 3 VC. Then on 13 July contact in-
creased markedly. At 130148 hours, Co B, 4th Bn (mech), 23d Inf
received 10 rds of IPG-2 fire vic XT686216, damaging 2 Armored Per-
sonnel Carriers (APC), and resulting in I US KHA, 8 US WiA, 3 VC KIA
(BC), 2 VC KIA (poss) and the capture of I RPG-2 launcher with two
rounds, At 130142 hours a four man Listening Post (LP) from Co B,
4th Bn (Meah), 23d Int engaged 3 VC at XT687212, resulting in 3 US
MA and unknown VC losses. Finally -t 13025 hours, 0o A, 4th Bn
(Mech), 23d Inf received sniper fire at XT2208, resulting in I US
WA. At 131440 hours Companies B and C engaged an unknorn VC force
at XT664218 resulting in 2 US WiA. There was light contact until 18
July when CO B, 4th En (Mech), 23d Inf received 23 RPG-2 rounds and
82= mortar rounds at XT669M98. Fire wts returned resulting in 3 VC
KIA (BC), 1 VC KIL (poss), I US IRA and 15 US WA. Contact was believed
to be with 2nd Co, ist Bn, MR IV.

There was no further significant contact until 22 July, when 2r:1

Be, 14th Inf Reoon Platoon engaged 2 VC at C749159 after they were
spotted by a Forward Air Controller (FAC). TWD VC were KIA (BC) and an
AK-'47 rifle and a caliber .45 pistol captured. FrAther contact was
again negligible until the terminatton of the operation,

At the start of the operation a hamlet festival was conducted by
Civil Affairs team which explained'the purpose of the US presence in
the village to over 19,000 persons. MEDCAPS and Catholic services (1ih
the village church) were held throughout the operation. Operation AKU
challenged the VC in a fomerly secure stron&hold, and greatly dimin-
ished VC influence "at the back door" of Camp CU CHI. In addition VC
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supply and movoment routes t~hrouO the FIL40L Plantation to the NO 80
'Wbods were *overl.y diruiptedo lawalts of the operation %Or*' VC KIA

2.37 bunlcors, 74 tunnels, 49 foxhioles,, 970 motors of trench# 55 punji
pites 43 military structures# 22 AT mines# 27 AP mines# 15 saphnso 4
8,b mortar risp 2 60 mortar rdep 16 CHIIM p'eniades, 5 rifle granideso
2 US clayuores,, 9 US hand peonadest 2 dodking sites, 2 mieb drum@# 57
rds OiICIOI oarbjae ammo I rd M16 wmpo 2 stick mines# 2 The alothi-ilp
misc, 15 lbs rice# 2 105 canister, 1 hat. 3aemy *quiymat oeptAuredi
10198 rds Sh mos, 3 belts, pistol1, lb doommitop 1 siguesinefie3.4, I
flashlightp i compass, I pr black gloves, I poncho (VO)p .3 30.4 mdcet
launcherop 1 30G-2 boost6ri 12 pr saadals, I haaodck, I pr' trciusers, I
Ml rifle -oai .30,. 1 canteen with cups 2 masks' 'oteativO, 2 57 FM
containersp i beg-canvas, 15 1(79 rds,, 2 belts kdth clip Z£jr AKC-47 rifles#
1 62mm mortar tube and elevating mecadiaimp 2 .45 oal pistols, 1 464-
&azin-AK-47i J lb med supplies, I lb olothingi ,560 Latros I holster-
.45 *alt I canteen cover# I magazine .43 cal, 1 019 Fifle, I @4100W
7.62=m red stock carbine.

14 ~ ¶67.(10) 2he 29th Infantry Division WONWON OAWIAIK began an
14 My 197. ithin the divso TA036 three operation@ are being eon-

duateds Operation KOLWMIA3 &=NOI( WSAD and D1AMONC HSAD. The wA*-i
uion of the division in the HONIDON OWMAIGN is to corduat offtensive
operstions with emphasis in populated areas, to destroy V"/VA t9rees
and installatJ ons to weore major lines of einuni~ation (WllO~) to
support the Cloveriuwnt of lletnem (GYW) Revol.utionary DovehA.ant
Program ani to reinforosre 7 kwrld Military Aeeistanee FbmAnd GYW
forcss as directed,

(a) KOLE=Z (14 KAY 1967 - aontiiiaing), This
operation is a search and destroy oparat ion canduat~ei by An Oedi
259th Infantr~y Division :in the DUO HOA# WA TRAI, HIV WA W W
MEANG Areas xad slo ~the 0111101% mKve (8000 VAM OD DOWD). The
brigade condiaots M FLIONTS end atmobile operatione baede on
cumrent intefl.gonce. Clrdon aml seaz'i .u tposting, anid Qlaufty
Pair operations are conducted in con junction with 2%h AXWW Division#
Civilian Irreular Defense Groups (CIDO) p Regional and Popular ftore..
Significant actions were the relief of an 00 man MND Itore* 4noiralei
by a VC company on 16 May west of tho ORINTAL Rivar MXWIA),
elements of the lot and 2nd 1ho 27th Infantry. s ~ lMtW

thears. esltd i polngingcontact tram 16M to 0150 hours 17
tay aReresults ed in VOKA(0 and 36 m~ore VO KICA (poso) with oeily

2 US KHA and 9 more kM*A There ws integmitteri cntaot threoudit.
June and July, partiolarl along th~e AN HA Cm4ana nd at to0oAN
(rr42e133) along the ORI NAL River, * 3tnser operatnoM In sonlwet
ion idth N.5CL.3 have reopened Hi~hway 10 fr0m DUO WOA to M WiD
the KAUi NHIZA Province capital. This Isproved the Offl' authsrity W'
control ani assisted the 2Mt Infantry Division'. overlan reastte

oapabilityp as well as allowing civilimns to muvw local presdaito %6

"%L



new markets. &kg1neor ope&ations continue to improve Highway 10 and
the to dga est of e G (XT5n )f .Resuats of Operation K01&

SOlt aeae a,- tiqI f3),e 226 VCIC hA (porns),v 45
VCP V, 21 Ho1 QI mM 290 detainees.I Emuneymaterial captured m"-

i 168 lbe douaentot 2 aesien rifles, 3-105um ards 20 )1 carbinees 1-
*38 pistol, 4 shotsunst 16 HI1(DK oarbines, 2 VC packboardes 3-55 gal
drisu of C8, 4-.45 Cal pietolls 19 (1 rifles, 5•M(3 5o, 2 DAPs, I
French DO#,.8 hAK-.7sp 114 batterieso 5 PRC-10 radios# 2 RPC-2 rda, 7
A? mineos 52 lbe medical supplies, 127 lbe of clothingp 1-2Dw
ceanoun 2255 A 1h:d1e 1-57=h recoilless rifle, 227 SA magazines# I
sniper rifle, I Heuser riflej, 2 grenade launcher adapters, 12 clay-
mores, 17 HI034( grenades# 1 M79 launcher, 100 US blasting caps,g 3cla3nore goneratorej, 30 yde of bendagess, 5 04D magaziness, I Thompson

5t3, 42 meters of mire, 92 grenades, 50-.00 Cal rdso 45 pre of black
nifoins, 60 haunodcos I eammati.a adio, 1-60.m mortar d, 1" lb 0- 49

2 -QW= rd., tOO ft- olauow-Ared, 1 1(2 carbine, 2 114 rifles, 1-750m
WR rd, 2 1(16"rifle.a 2 bolt action rifles, 3 homemade riflesp 1 w.llet,
1 VO flag, 1 gasoline generator, IM pas chinavareL I BAR, I A•d-47, 2
US carbines, 4500 lbs of rice, 2 1(2 carbines, Enemy material destrbyeds
2633 bunkers, 483 military stracturee, 203 turmels, 14 trenches, 226
supans, 187 AP minees 72 AT mines, 51 booby traps, 60-81m :des 58-

d~opmze 11-57m ads, 3-17.tu rde,P 17 , M79 Z'4SP 60-155s. ides 30-1Oumm
rds, 635 grenades, 923 flPG-2 id., 5305 .bsao~f rice,, 66 CS.Js, 2 lbs
elothing, 4 snall rockets, 2 ponchos, 2 oxoa-t,, 7622 SA rds, &-.2"
rde, I typew•ritear 1-300 lb bomb# 4 VC protectve masks, 73 lbs Tl•T
12 rifle grenades, 1 foot '.idge,• 2 LAWs, 2 motorized sampans, I clay-

more, 100 lbsnitratess, 800 lbe cerent, 7000 chopeti.cks' 1 commercial
radio, 20 blasting caps cam assorted fuses, 14 AT mine casinga,
50-2.75" rockets, 7 bicyloesi I flare device,, 3 grenade detonatore
5-23D lb bombs, 2-7~u r~e ,4 &juih-odcetes J hametade
cawbinb, 5D lbe blar poare", 8 0IT4F1nef ei, '87 grenade casings, 48
grenade fuses, 32 BA magasfies, 6.CIOK •iifle bolt., 100 AT mine
plungers, 3 AT nine detonators, 1-3.5" rocket, I micrameter, I shaped
charge, 1-60= uortar tube, 4-20n ards, 4 trip flares, 8-2.75" rocket
warheads, 16-.' C al rds, 500 ft alaymoro wire, 200 booby trap springs
9 elaorore adapters, 3 rifle stocks, 1 knife, 5 mine moldes 1 TO pack
1 bangalore torpedo, 2 rifle grenade launcher adapters, 200 lbs of
fertizer, 3 fuses, 4 hand grenade threaders, 1000 lbs of charcoal#
200 lbe of salt.

(b) WMMI SANDS (18 ,aY. 1967 - continuing). Tis
operation is being conducted by the ist Brigade, 25th Infantry Di•,sion
for the pacification of U CI and TRAIW BANG Districts in HAU NWIA
Rrovinoe end in PHU POA District of .LNH DUON3.Provinee, 0bunte
guerrilla, wif are techniques are being ap•lory to inokde saturetion
parLl2in• "Qieedaates" (road aocks in unannounced 2ocat to l
check for VO personmel or supplies, being moved by sutfce tsna- 1
portation)# buohmawter md oordonsard search opratione in empuation
,Ath Regional end Popularbroeos, and w.th ARVN udtts. hi-nse•upe ite
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upgraded Higway PA, leading f C 01 to PHU CUON, the (p ital of

adJacat WNK DUONG Province. Daily convoys now n beLween these
locations,

In addition to pacification missions, numerous small unit opaniors
have been staged frou dispwe sd battalion or company aim bases through-

Sout the district which have allowed the US units to limit VC capab Llity
to move freelyduring night or day, and therefore VC control of the AO
has been reduced. A "udidy" operation (conductid %Lth the PHU DUC PF
and the 494th RF Co), that illustratos the type of operations emp1 oyec
was conducted on 19 June after intelligence was received througi th "
Combined Operation Center (00C) at TRANG BANG that a VC squad was op-
erating via X5130, Through three contacts that day the squad was
eliminated, resulting in 5 VC KIA (BC), 3 Vc IA (pose) and 2 VC PW.
These operations are continuing. Results of Operation BAQRKNG SANDS
to date are as follows: 115 VC KLA (BC), 294 VC KIA (pose), 9 VC PW,
I HOI aiM and 12,346 detainees. Enemy material captured was: 48
lbs documents, 6 CWII0M rifles, 6 AK-4?T, 7 C11OOM carbines, I pistol,S•4 RPG-2 rdes 12,000 ibe rice# 2 M1 carbines, 15 ibe clothing, I can of

•. 16ram film,, 925 SA rdsp 2 - 571mm RR corttainers, 2 Russian caarbinesp 2

batteries, 2 claymores, 2 sampans, I commecial radio, 2 Hauser rifles,
300 meters claymore wire, 1 US protective mask, 1 LAW, 5 homemade
blasting care,, 23J lbe medical supplies, 30 M79 ris, 2 vials panicdl-
fin, 4 signs, unk amt medical records & medical booklets, 1 tunnel
Scomplex map, unk amt bottles & medicine vials, 1 Thompson SKG, 1 Ban-
sian semi-automatic rifle, I RPG-2 booster, I notebook, 3 wallets, 1Ml riflej, I M79 protective mask., 1 M60 MG.. 2-.45 cal pistols., 2 home-
made rifles, 1 9ram WI0M pistol, I VC protective maskj, 560 piasters,
I holsters 1-421" tube w/elevating mechanisms 24 VC flags, I canvao
bag, 380 gals of fuels 700 CHINJ HOI pamphlets. Enemy material des-
troyed was: 1157 bunkers, 576 military structures, 236 tunnels, 19
trenches, 74 AT mines, 58 booby traps, 46 AP mines, 8 claymores, 25-
81mm rds, 8-82mm ids, 18-6..mm ris, 3-75,m rde, 3-17=m. ris, 12-10mm
rds, 13-155nm rds, 10-RPG-2 rds., 272 grenades, 2- 4 .2"1 rds, 42 samipans
3 bicycles, 19 CBJs, 23 bombs, 504 lbs clothing, 3150 lbs rice, 1-8"
rd, 17,4ll SA rds, 1 shaped charge, 14 M79 rds, 145 lbs TNT, 50 lbe
propaganda, 1 CICODk claymore, 2 lbs bandages (soiled), 1000 ft commo
wire, 2 RPG-2 chargers, 20 stick mine fuzes, 3 PPS41 Soviet 3409, 2uw* mines, 1-81mm. firing table, 200 sardbags, 2 concertina (rolls),

1-750 lb bomb casing, 1 Arty flare.

(c) DIAMOND HEAD (18 May 1967 - continuing). This
operation is being conducted by the 3i Brigade, 4th Infantry Division
frod its base camp at TAY INWH. Its mission is. to conduct search and
destroy operations in TAY NINI Province, cordon and search operationa
in the MIGULIN Plantation, and security and reinforcement missions in
the TAY NINH and PREK KWK Areas. An additional mission is to provide
necessary security to its base camp at DAU TIENG. Search and destroy
operations have resulted in the discovery of supply caches, and
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intelligence reports indicate the local VC in the TAY NINH and DAU
TIMM areas are finding it increasingly diffia]lt to effect resupply.
However$ terrorist incidents of assassination and kidnapping (in and
around DAU TIENG, and the mortaring of DAU TIZIG base camp) have
increased. This is due, in part at least, to the detadcment of one
battalion of the 3rd Brigade, 4th Infantry Division to operate in
Operation UNION TO7 outside the 25th Infantry Division's TAOR, as
well as other times the brigade has left DAU TIENG. One battalion
conducted security operations for the DAU TIENG and TAY NINH base
oamp3 mccluaively, throughout the month of July. Buddy operations
were also conducted during July with eight companies of RF, PF and
CIDG forces. Engineer units are upgrading the road from TAY NINH
to 4VO DA leading to War Zone "C", -*hich will increase the reaction
capab.lity of the 3rd Brigade (particulary its mechanized units) and
make the road available for civilian use. Results of Operation
DIAMOND HEAD to date are: 40 VC KIA (BC), 92 VC KIA (poss), 4 VC
PW, 1 HOI CHANH and 174 detainees. Ehemy material captured was: 2
P38 pistols, 2 CHICOM carbines, 431 lbs documents, 58JO30 lbs rice,
I unk weapon, 1 shotgun, 2 Mauser rifle, 10 AK-47s, I tractor, I
RPG-2 rd, I AT mine, 75 lbs medical supplies, 463 Sk rds, I CHIOMf
rifle, 6 bicycles. 230 lbs food, 8 cans cabbage, 2 cans oil, 2000
lbs fertilizer, 2 notebooks, I MI rifle, I commercial radio, 2 pack
of assorted medical supplies, 6 CBUs, I dlaymore, I VCtralghtschedula,
I book, 1 M79 launcher, several signal instruction manuals, 10 cases
of cream, Eemy material destroyed was: 1152 bunkers, 650 military
structures, 18 trenches, 9 tunnels, 6 bridges, 16 AT mines, 7 AP mines,
62 booby traps, 10-60mm rds, 9-57mu rds, 2-75imx rds, 3-105mm rds, 4-
155mn rds, 2 RPG-2 rds, 1-250 lb bomb, 7 oxcarts, 40 lbs clothing, 30
lbs bladc powder explosives, 6 mines, 16-82m rds, 16 sampans, 1 amIo
casting, 1-500 lb bomb, 7 large storage tanks, 1 lb propaganda, 47
grenades, 902 SA rds, 46,220 lbs rice, I rice polishing machine, 3 VC
protective masks, 18 bicycles, 900 lbs of cament, 3 CHUs, 7-81mm rdsp
1100 lbs fertilizer, 301 trip flares, 6 claymores, I hand flare, 17
M79 rds, 1 voltage converter (ZO•.P), 2 blasting boxes, 20 gal cooking
oil, I LAW, 55 gals diesel fuel, 1-8" rd, 2 metal silhouette targets,
1 RPG-2 fuze.

b. Artillery Support. During the quarter Division Artillery
fired 105,551 rounds in support and 139,871 rounds on Harassement and
Interdiction (H&I) missions. Included in these totals were rourns fired
in support of ARYN operations and/or outposts under attack.

c. Air Support. There were 2,684 sorties during the quarter
flown in support of 1,254 missions with the following results: 67 VC
Killed by Air Force (KBAF)(BC), 373 VC KBAF (poss), In addition, 295
VC structures, 1740 bunkers, 59 sampans, 3 tunnels, 55 caches and 11
bridges were destroyed. There were 42 secondary explosions and 196
secondary fires.

d. Army Aviation. During the period 1 May to 31 July 1967
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there unre 3,846 aor,..e, 1,577 cobat mission*, 1,89. tassangws carried
__ -and a total of 1,655 hours floun. Armed Helicopters expended 549,970

rounds of ?.62 maohdne gun ammunition, 4,305 rounds of .50 cal machine
gun ammunition, 90 rounds of 5.56= ammunition, 3,853 rounds of0
grenades and 1,975 aerial rockets in support of cambht opwations. In
addi'aon, 138 sorties and 90 hours were flom using the Kanpadced Personnel
Detector 263 (commonly called the '!esople Sniffer", modified for use in the
UHID helicopter), accompanied by another UHID v&th spotligbta ('IPiretlyL)
and a Lid*t Fire Team (tw more armed UHIB). These flights sco'tqdfor VC,
detecting them by the ammonia produced in human perspiration a41-tb the

H carbon produced by their camp firea. Those missions result~ n the
destruction of 24 structures, 13 sampans, 29 VC Killed by Ar Ar (KBAA)
(BC), 65 VC KBAA (poss), 2 VC PW and 2 VC VEA.

e, Intelligence.

(i) Vc Activity.

(a) General: VC activity consisted primarily of low
level incidents directed toward delaying security operations in support
of Revolutionary Development; and acts of terrorism aimed toward intimi-
dating the civilian population to resist pacification and the upcoming
elections, No significant contacts with NVA units have occurred since
the withdrawal of Division elements from War Zone "C".

(b) VC Tactic..
(I) The VC have chosen to separate into smaller

groups and condUct harrassing attacks against RF, PF and RD activities
rather than cncentrating large forces; however, they may concentrate
forces if the likelihood of a quick victory exists. An example was an
attack on PHDUC HIU by elements of 'the lat and 7th En's MR IV on the
night of 18 July. A force of approximately Bn (-) size launched a
coordinated ground and mortar attack on PHOUC HIEP (vic XT563167) with
a blocking force in the vicinity of TRUNG LAP (XT5921). Reaction by US
artillery and air power suppressed the mortars and broke up .the attackers
before they had an opportunity to -exploit their initial momentum. Another
attack occurred on the morning of 15 July when a platoon of the 2nd En, 22d
Inf was attacked in conjunction with a coordinated attack on PHUOC HOA (RF)
outpost. Mortars and recoilless rifles were tired on the outpost immediately
prior to an assault by approximately two companies. The VC overran the
outpost resilting in 16 ARVN KIA, 30 ARVN VIA and 30 ARVN NIA, as well as
capturing a 60m mortar and many small anms. Known VC losses were 2 RIA (BC).
During their withdrawal the VC engaged the ist platoon, A Co, 2nd Bn, 2d
Inf (M). On making contact, the VC engaged the platoon with mortars, r ecoil-
less rifles, RPG-2s and small arms. Results: 2 US KHA and 16 US NHA. VC
losses from this. contact are unknown.

(2) Frequent incidents of assassination, kidnapping,
mining and psychological warfare directed toward the civilian populationwere noted during the period. The effort appeers to be directed toward
intimidation rather than for political or geographical g4ins.

C t
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(3) The primary ensly initiated incidents in-
volving U.S. Farces wer. the iqoorar attacks an CU CHI. and DAU TIMI
bas camp. At 2320 24 July tbo DU TIElQ base camp received an at-
tack by 82= mortars which lasted for about 11 minutes resulting in
approximately 70 rounds of 82= HS muaunition impacting inside the
base soap and 30 round@ outside the perimeter. The primary target
W e~ed to be the airstrip. This attack resulted in 50 *A (17 of

which required dustaoff) and I civilian WHA. One aircraft was des-troyed and 24 received substantial damages Other damage included

a fire truck, a wheeled wrecker, 8•3/A ton trucks, an RTT Van, and a
15 ktlottt generator. In additi tents had to be salvaged
an a result of damage received during the attack. A sweep of the
suspected mortar position on 25 June located four mortar positions
in the vicinity of a village approximately 2 kilmneters morthwest of
the base camp. Another incident involving U.S. Forces ws the mortar
attack on CU CHI base camp at 2135 13 July. Sixteen rounds of 82mn
mortar HE amunition were received, resulting in 15 US WHA. All rounds
impacted in less than one minute. No contact with the attacking force
ws made.

(4) During friendly operations the VC avoided
oitact of conducted delaying actions. An example occurred on 12
July when the 1st Bn, 27th Inf and 2nd Ben, 27th Inf made contact with
an unknown also force via XT405145 during heliborne assault operations.
The VC conducted a strong defense against the assaulting force fron
dug in and covered positions causing moderate casualties among the US
troops and damaging five helicopters during the first day. Under cover
of darkness# the VC exfiltrated and escaped.

(a) Conclusions.

(a) The VC continue to be forced from base camps and
supply area& .,y friendly operations resulting in an increase in the
asounts of supplies denied the enen. Because of continued military
pesure a greater number of the VC have chosen to rally under +,he
C H OI PROGRAM. This has been particularly true in HAU NGHTIA
Province where 556 HOI CHANH. were received during May, June and
July. An analysis of this trend shows that, by far, the greatest
portion of these HOI CHANHs were local gurrillas. Under the present
€peration plans, continued pressure will be applied in the local area
*nd may result in additional HOI CHMN and additional destruction of
base areas.

(W) The presence of US Forces in the Division TAOR
ftn1 oont~iiIe to ,dve 'the populatf n.confldenNO n GVN's
ability to protect hem. A"otonal construction, improvement, and
repair of ILM's will allow a greater number of civilians access to
areas under govemrnent control. Conversely, aras under VC controi
are more readily acceseibl, to allied troops and supporting forces.

(a) Eney losses in manpower, facilities and equip-
mernt are expected to reduce the effectiveness of VC units in the FILHOLI0ý



1.1•' Plantation, the LOC GIANG area, and the HORSESHOE area of the ORiIENTAL
River.

f. Loxistos.

(1) Class I Supply - (25th Supply and Transport Battalion)

(a.) Status.

() Stocte . b"A" RATIONS "C."1TIONS

i• Stockae objectives (days) -5 10
(2) On hand (days) 3 10

(b) Freshi fruits and vigetables were received from
Class I point, SAIGON.

(a) Ice Cream:

(1) Cycle of Issue 3 times per week.
(2) Gallons per week from SAIGON - 1,200
(3) Gallons per week from CU CHI - 1,100

(d) Average amount of ice issued daily:

(1) Potable - 131,920
(2) Non-Potable - None

(2) Class II & IV (25th Supply and Transportation Bn)

M (a Additions to ASL during quarter - 159j Total lines on ALS - 949

(3) Class III (25th S & T Bn)

(a) Consumption rate.
I DAILY QUARTMLY

M() Mogas 15,000 1,365,465
(2) Diesel 17,000 1,576,456
(3) JP4 19,000 i,735,765I (4) Avgas 1,300 120,37Q

(b) In the Class III Yard a covered storage area for
packaged products has been completed. Work is scheduled to begin soon
on conversion of two square berms to rectangular to accomodate two new
JP4.

(c) Class III Supply remained fairly constant during
the quarter. Average daily issue increased from 11,794 gallons to
15,000 gallons for Mogas from 14,347 to 19,000 gallons for JP4. Daily
decreases in issue was noted for diesel and Avgas from 23,504 to 17000
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and from 1*505 to 1s,300 allons ruspectively.

(4) Servicos (25th S & T Bn)

W (a Contract Laundry - 9#505 bundle.
QI Bath unit: ktensive support was givem to the

let Battalion, 5th Infantry (Meoh) and to the 4th Battalion. 9th Infantry
during field operations during the quarter.

1 Total showers for quarter - 44,513
2 Average number of showers daily - 1,464

(c) Graven Registration:

(1) Deceased US personnel processed during the
quarter - 150.

(2) Deceased RVN personnel processed during the
quarter - 32.

(5) Transportation (25th S & T Bn)

(a) Mileage driven:

(I) Total - 221,604
(2) Average Daily - 2,462

(b) Tonnage moved:

(1) Total - 8,906
(2) Average Daily - 98.6

(o) Troops moved by convoy:

(1) Total - 308
(2) Average daily - 3.4

(d) Personnel moved locally by bus:

(1) Total - 5,188
(2) Avarage daily - 56.2

(e) Troops hauled (Pass Truck)

(1) Total - 3,368
2) Average daily - 56.2

(6) Maintenance (725th Maintenance Battalion)

(a) The following •nb anc eq~esa..wee.i leted
by f tt erifaon4wing "•e repoeting period:
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heel Vehicles 174 325 392 891
Track Vehioles 115 184 114 413
96all Arms 2622 561 62e 3811
Artillery 1ie 159 24.8 525
Chmical 24 18 16 48
Refrigeration 40 65 49 174
Rngineer 279 314 259 2
Signal 1970 2284 2418 6872
Fire control 229 331 342 902
Office machines 146 213 197 556
Aircraft 146 139 146 ,31

(b) During this reporting period, the maintenance
and supply mission of this battalion has been influenced by the
following factorst:

S1ý Repair purts availability.
2 Oeographioal location (to include weather and

terrain characteristic.).
(3) Introduction of new equipment and d .lememI.

{ of others.o h(4) Facilities.

(7) Medical Support. (25th Medical Battalion)

This unit supported Division m'c.T.'ivi• iao~a uanits
"Lth .uc,&ic4 scpvioa anklk supt'lios.

(a) Medical totals:

(1) Patients seen • - 10,543

a Disease - 5,723
N Non-battle injuries - 1,781

SIRHA - 437
d Other (ARVN, VC, VN, Transfers - 2,602)

(2' Lab test. - 39723
(3 Lnuunizations - 5,567
(4 Prescriptions filled - 9,936

(b) Dental patients seen - 2,430

(1) Dental Examinations - 1,764
(2) Other (extractions, etc.) - 666

(c) Supp•Ly and Service.
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(1) Line items issued - 5,027
Short tonnage total - 11

(2) MNCAP line items issued - 2#176
Short tonnage total - 4.6

(3) Bulk pharmacy items issued - 9,072
(4) Prescriptions filled (to 30 June, after this

date all prescriptions were filled bF A & D) - 6,575
(5) lyeglassea ordered (pairs) - 622
(6) Maintenanoe work orders reeeived 84

a Work orders completed - 78
kWork orders at 32 Medical Depot - 3

Work orders awaiting parts - 2
d Work orders not completed - 1

(8) Transportation Office (25th DISCON)

(a) Highway continues to be the primary mode of tran-
sportation for the resupply of CU CHI, TAY NINH and DAU TIENG base camps.
Following is a breakout of regular resupply convoys operated in the
division area:

(1) CU CHI - SAIGON convoys.

a Total convoys - 202
k Number of convoys per day - 2
c Total vehicles - 8,176
d Number of vehicles involved in unit

distribution - 3,224

(2) On 1 Ma3 Route 1 between SAIGON and CU CHI was

reclassified GREEN. During the reporting period 20,827 vehicles moved over
the MSR south individually or in groups smaller than convoy size.

(3) Convoys from, SAIGON/CU CHI to TAY NINH.

a Total convoys - 176
E Number of convoys per day - 2
c Total vehicles - 22,975

SVehicles by unit:

1 Ist Log Command - 12,296
225th Div & attached units - 6,908

lest Inf Div - 57
4th Inf Div - 1,226*9th Inf Div - 244
PHILCAG - 910
Other - 4
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(4) During the reporting perio M vehicle
from the 25th Int Div moved over the NSR to TRANG BANO and 00 AU HA
in support of operations north of CU CHI.

(5) TAY NINI and DAU TIM convoys:

Total convoys - 1V6
Number of convoys per day - 2

j Total vehicles - 7,931

(b) Special airlift dates for the quarter is an followns

KZ2 &M FRIORITY SMTIL• PA-814MMS QM (lbl)

I C-7A 1 7 130 100000
SC-7A/C-423 1 4 153 - -

C C-E123 G 16 420 18,000
4 C-'123/C-130 1 5 336 - -
5 c,130 CE 2 30,000
6 C-130 Ca 17 535 126v400
7 C-.130 CE 2 162 - -
8 C-130 1 2 210 - -
9 C-130 1 1 - 28,000

10 0-130 2 7 - 195,000

TOTALS: 63 1946 407,4O0

(W) The volume of business in the Division Baggage
Section decreased this quarter due to a reduction in the number of
personnel rotating. The section served 922 customers and shipped
1#,35 pieces of personnel baggage, weighting a total of 112,590 pounds.

(9) Ammunition Office (25th DISOCt)

(a) Stookage objectives:

(I) Status at and of quarter - 806
(2) On hand - 1068 Tons

(b) Issues:

PFERLOD AMOUNT (Tons/Day)

16 Apr - 15 Kay 65.58
16 May - 15 Jun 62.59
16 Jun - 15 Jul 45.32

(o) Average for quarter (Tons/Day) 57.83
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a. Adminialtation.-•s.

(i) Personnel. During the past quarter the personnel
posture of the division has been excellent. Assigned strength
(approximately 104%) exoeeded the authorized strength. This average
has been maintained in an attempt to keep the present for duty strength
above 100%. There continues to be a shortage of approximately 50% of
the authorized Infantry NCOs in grades E-5 and Z-6. There are also
shortages of MOSs 05C40, 11B30, 11C40 (Z-5), 11F40 and 91BI0 (E-5).
These shortages have occurred primarily as a result of a lack of fill
action against requisitions or in some cases personnel in lower grades
have been used to fill requisitions in NCOs.

(2) Key Losses/dains.

(a) 1 May 67 - Col Kenneth E. Buell assumed ccomand

of 3rd Brigade, 4th Infantry Division. Col Marshall B Garth departed.

(b) 4 May 67 - LTC George E. Webb Jr. departed.

(c) 8 May 67 - LTC Alan M. R. Dean assigned as 25th
Infantry Division Fire Support Coordinator.

(d) 11 May 67 - LTC Jose R. Salcedo departed.

(e) 13 May 67 - LTC James V. Ladd assumed command of
the 2nd Battalion, 14th Infantry.

(f) 16 may 67 - LTC Felix Salvador departed.

(g) 19 May 67 - LTC Charles A. Gillis departed. LTC

Chandler Goodnow assumed cninand of the l1t Battalion, 5th Infantry.

(h) 23 May 67 - Col Francis Conaty Jr. departed.

(i) 28 May 67 - LTC Hurt F. Kelty assumed ocmnd of
the TAY NINH base camp.

(J) 31 May 67 - LTC John M. Shea assumed comnand of
3rd Squadron, 4th Cavalry. Col Doniphan Carter assumed command of the
let Bde, 35th Inf Div.

(k) 16 Jun 67 - LTC Thomas A. Ware Jr. assumed camiand
of the 4th Battalion, 23d Infantry.

(1) 28 Jun 67 - LTC David R. Hughes assumed coamand of
the lst Battalion, 27th Infantry.

(M) 1 July 67 - LTC John M. 0unohman assignod asihuwutive
Officer, lst Brigade, 25th Infantry Division.
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.) / (n) 3 July 67 - Col Marvin D. Fuller departed.

(o) 3 July 67 - Col Leonard R. bams Jr. assumed
.•. ouamnd of .DISCOM.

1 '(p) 6 July 67 - LTC Harver H. Perritt Jr. departed.

(q) 14 July 67 - LTC Raphael D. Tices assigned as
Deputy Brigade Commander of the 3d Brigade, 4th Infantry Division.

(r) 16 July 67 - BG Robert C. Shaw departed.

(a) 20 July 67 - LTC Allen T. Lindholm aesned as
25th Infantry Division Artillery Fire Support Coordinator.

(t) 22 July 67 - LTC Louis S. Jennings departed.

.... -' '(U) 24July 67 - LTC John m. Holko Jr. departed

(v) 26 July 67 - LTC Walter Adams! assigned as
Special Assistant to the Chief of Staff.

(w) 31 July 67 - LTC Joseph H. Devine Jr. departed.

(3) The division PX renaens in operation with 8,000
square feet of floor atts' and 7,700 feet of storage space. Total
"sales for the Division Ekchange was $2,764.076.28 for the quarter
ening 31 July 1967.

(4) StrengthqPt Divisior (-) as of 31 July 1967.

WO E
Auth '54 Tt To6,724 M1592
Asgd 757 115 11,063 11,935
FFD 708 113 10,781 11,602

(.) Losses (1 fay - 31 Jul 67).
W w Eo

KIA 4 0 119 123
WIA 90 5 1,236 1,331

MA0 0 0 0
DOW 3 0 12 15
ID 16

NBI 4 0 89 93

(6) Gains ( May- 31 Jul 67).

i187 34 1,80 2,024
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(7) Provost Marshall Activities: --

(a) Eight Military Policemen were attached to the
lot Bdes 25th Int Div for military police support of Operation MAN-
HATTAN and Operation KAkWLA. The lot Bde utilized the MP's from 28
Aper 67 until I Jun 67 in support of Operation MANHATTAN and upon its
Sef oapletion vent directly into Operation KAWUA which was completed on
16 June. The military police reeposibilities were considered suceseful.
Normal po3lo, support was provided by the eLght MPs,

(b) On 8 July 1967 a platoon of Military Police from
the 25th MP Company provided Military Police support and acted in an
advisory capacity to the VN national police, ARVN and Popular Forces,
during Operation AKIEA. The platoon had the responsibility for screening
civilians for Identification and family birth papers within the village
of PHU HOk DONO. The oommittment ended on 13 July 67. During the operat-
ion 40197 Vietnamese were screened.

() From30 July to 2 Aug 67, the 25th P Cu.npany
provided nine Military Policmen for support to the 1st Inf D.v dur-
ing Operation CORMADO II. Normal Military Police support w\ provided.

h. Aeglutionan Dg-v•9Pentu=ort

(1) An increased number of liaison visits were made during
the reporting period because of changes in personnel in the Office of
the ACofS, 05 and also because of the formation of the Civil Operations
for Revolutionary Development Support throaghout the Division TAQO.
Regauii'visits were moths to t",l Provinces of HAU NOHIA, BINH DUONO and
TAY NINH as well as tc each DUstrict Headquarters.

(2) The new Co~r3 office at Province Headquarters will
£iprove the division' e oupport of Revolutionary Development by reducing
the nmber of represeettive,s requiring coordination in Civic Action.

(3) The MACV Hamlet. Evaluation Summary (IMS) continued to
be a valuable tool. The report hizs been modified to show a more as-
curate status of the hamlets,

(4) There were no changes in the locations of Revolutionary
Development Cadre Teams. Teams fluctuated in strength throughout the
period causing the OVN to replace missing members with personnel initially
programed to form new teams. This has resulted in fewer teams being
formed and current teams have temairod at their present locations long-
er than planned.

(5) Village and Hamlet elections are held during this period.
Little VO interference was noted. The election in TAN AN HOI wae can-
celled on 28 May because candidates had not filed properly, Eleotion
was held the following week.
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(6) On 2 June the division 4oved 221 VN Nationals fromunauthoried areas in the vicinity of the MICHEL.IN Rubber Plantation
to the refuges center at DAU TIEDI XT4946. j

(7) The lateat change in -he oEB showing the SecurityI Statue of hmamets is an improvuuunt and it of value to a tactical unit.

1.

(i) There are presently 5 AA Platoons from the 2nd Civil
Atfaiae Company attaahed to the 2Mth Infantry Division. During this
reporting peiod an additioral AA Platoon was attached to the division.
tis platowo designated the 15th AA Plitoonpis further attached to the
leat Bigado and is performing civic action missions in PHU HOA DONG.

(2) StatiLtical .3hary:

-.& SINCE 1 rim6

Helping Hand Recipients 48,053 76*620
HICAP Patients 47,552 69,080EXS 333• 546
Construction Projects 246 441
h Iunitior and Training 10 180
Cogmunity Relations 21 838

(3) M=CAP durinS this period showed a sharp increase from
237 to •33 umuoted. The number of patients more than doubled from
215J20 to 47o552, Additional projocta of training OVN medical personnel
a eeonueting rwternity clinics continued with approximately 58 people

rweiviro, On-Job-Training (OJT).

(4) The Helping Hand program provided additional tents andsOmdities to the Refugee Center In DAU TIM in addition to olothian th neoeei so•a•rponter kkio mason kits, family and individual
r -so kits and Wd~wife kits, Appod-tely 325 refugees frce in and

' goeq• 1-he DIANDM~k gD Opration are effected, The following in a
smimry of Helping land issues during the quarter:

Candy +4 boxes
Gei~til smoge 60 •eah
Olothirq 10.2 tons
(annedloods 30.5 tons
14's, Refues k•tt 30 each

Ind Ret so kits 25 each
ok e a 6%t 6 each
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Mushroom Soup 23 cases
Paint 167 ',al
School kits 4560 each
Seking mahine 4 a,.
Soap 39309 bars
Shoe Tongs 32 aut
Towels 41 each
Toys 64 each
Toothpaste 2336 each
Toothbrushes 1481 each
Keen Mix 3 cases
Saws 4 each
Pick Axes 3 each
4ovels 8 each
Tin 183 sheets
Cooking Oil 2084 gal
Baby foods 500 jars
Corn meal 14,000 lbs
Lumber (s crap) 35,350 bo ard feet (est)
Carpenter kits 1 each
Blacksuith kits I each
Brick machines 2 each
Friendship 1cits 72 er.ch
Instructor 1its 5 each
hiaternity kLts 401 eachTextile kit., 110 each
Television 7e-,. 1 each
Goodwill b~s65 each

(5) Cold ns ct~ionr.,

a Ro•2•s repaired 12 (39 km)
b Dridges constructed 3
c Fences 6 (2.3 ka)
d Play.rounds 5
e Clas sroe-is 30
f Latrines 6
. We1 s 1
h Dispensaries 4
i 1d,' scenaneous:

(i) Culverts - 5 (61 meters)
(2) Dwelling - 10
(3) Irrigation ditches - 2 (4 km)

(6) Participation in cLvic action effort by local RF/PF 'hasbeen enthusiastic. Self 111elp projects have a 95/%0 participation by

Vietlvmese -M 5% byV US persomiel. Projects undertacen by RF/fF and
civilians on a self help basis has reached the point where such proJects-re millingly assuned. &iphasis has been placed on short term high impact
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projects. Self Help projects have been stressed except when it is
imposuible or impractical to utilize RF/PF units or in instaneos where
the local officials and populations have not been previously introduced
to FNAF Civic Action.

(7) During the reporting period numerous Friendship Councils
were hold throughout the Division TAOI. Problems have been brought to
light and the majority resolved. These meetings have been and will
continue to be a yardstick in mesuring where we stand and where more
assistance can be stressed.

(8) This reporting period observed Operation MANHATTAN ending
and the MONSOON CAMPAIGN got into full swing. The MONSOON CAMPAIGN has
pushed Civic Action to a now high throughout the Division TAOI.

(9) The willingness of the Vietnamese people to participate

and encourage self help projects throughout the Division Area has greatly
increased the assistance given.

J. Psychological Operations (PSYOPS).

(1) PSYOP activities were directed primarily in support of
operations conducted in HAU NG14IA, TAY NINH and BINH DUONG Provinces.

(2) A total of 21,213,184 leaflets were airdropped and hand
dissaminated throughout the division TAOI. Thirty leaflets were originated
by G5 PSYOPS and produced by the 246th PSYOP Co to exploit PSYOP opportun-
ities.

(3) Aerial loudspeaker broadcasts conducted during the quarter
totaled 75 hours 35 minutes broadcast time. Ground loudspeaker time
tota3ad. 55 hours. An aerial loudspeaker set has been developed to be
mounted on a UHiD. This has greatly improved our loudspeaker capability
for standard broadcasts and decreased our reaction time for exploiting
PSYOP incidents.

(4) During the quarter, the G5 PSYOP section supported thefollowing division operations:

I Operation BARKING SiNDS
Operation KOLEKOLE

Z Operation DIAMOND CTAD
! Operation AKLUA
.1 Operation SABER THRUST

SOperation MANHATTAN
Operation KAWELA

hL operation. JUNCTION CITY
iOperation ALA MOAN;A

SOperation FORT NIMQUALLY
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(5) During the month of June the A•.VN PSYOP teamm attached

to l et Brigade and G5 were ordered back to the 30th POLWAR Bn due to areorigudeation. This lose has severly hampered our PSTOP program. The'•
ARVN PSYOP team are the most effective means available for disseminating
credible propagand,•

(6) A PSYOP campaign along the major LOCe within the 25thInf Div TAOI has resulted in an increasing number of civilians providing
information on VC mines and other activities.

(7) Requisitions for PSTOP equipment have been filled in
some cases*

(a) Items received so far are:

M Megaphones

2 Polaroid Cameras

(b) Items still outstanding are:

I Multilith presses w/components
SLoudspeaker sets.

(8) A combination of increased military activity and cor-
responding increase in PSYOPs has shown definite results in the CHIEU
HOI Program, particularly in HAU NGHIA Province. CHIEU HOI totals for
this province in Fevruary, March and April were 313. In May, June and
July, they increased to 556.

(9) Availability of U-10 aircraft has greatly improved our
PSYOP capability. We receive an average of 9 missions per week thereby
allowing us to cover more targets with greater frequency.

(10) Two HOI CHANH s have been assigned to the G5 for the
purpose of evluating our present leaflets and for developing new
leaflets. They have, so far, proved to be a definite benefit to the
PSYOPS Program.

(11) The increased number of leaflets dropped and loud-
speaker time continues to increase. One indicator of the effective-
ness of the PSYOP Program is the increasing number of HOI CHANH. The
246th PSYOP Co has filled all our leaflet requirements on a timely
basis, thereby giving us a large number of standard and special leaf-
lets to exploit PSYOP opportunities.

k. Medical.

(1) Personnel and Supporting Medical Units.

(a) At the end of the reporting period, the division was
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short four medcal officers and three medical service corps officws.Replaeaaents have been requested and are programmed for early August.

(b) Primary medical support to the division still
remains mote than adequate and of the highest caliber. Specialised
treatment for all injuries is imediately available or within twenty

minutes flying eistance of the 25th Medical Battalion and the 12th
Evacuation Hospital.

(a) Primary medical care at TAY NINH is provided by
the 45th XPBT. DhU TIU( obtains primary medical support from "D" Co,
4th Medical Battalion. All specialty treatment is readily available or
within twenty minutes flying time of each primary medical facility
mentioned*

(2) Training.

(a) Cross training in the preparation of medical records
and reports has been given emphasis because of the anticipated turn over
in these particular clerical specialties.

(b) Two 25th Division Regulations 40-19 Mm=DAP (NE-
CAP II) and 40-10# MEDICAL REPORTS were revised. Circular 404 Light
Duty Status was instituted after staffing.

T f e (c) Field sanitation classes were conducted at DAUS~TIRG for one day.

(3) The health of the command has been good. The malaria
rate remains constant; the- venereal disease rate has dropped. Infections
Hepatitis is on the increase and is being reckoned with accordingly.

(4) Environmental Situation.

(a) Water Supply. A new water point W.P. VI, was opened
for amplifying the quantity of potable water at Camp CU CHI.

(b) The drainage problem remains the same because of the
ay of the land, the increased rains of the monsoon season, the level of

the water table, and the nature of the soil.

(c) The problem of illegal use of non-potable ice ban
beeow reckoned with through cnuiand channels due to the increase of in-
fections hepatitis traced probably to this source.

(5) Conclusion. Medical suvlport, even with the influx of
new personnel and the annual turn-over of medical personnel, remains
adequate in quantity and excellent in quality. Each medical problem
has quickly been resolved with consideration of eliminating the cause
of each through active command and control measures.
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1. Si• l. See separate O[LL from 125th Signal Battalion,
Attached.

m. Tr~aininre.

(1) During the period of 14iy, June and July 1967 the following
number of personnel attended tho division schools listed below:

Small Arms Inspection - 40 Moss Management - 46
Generator Operator - 75 Company Aidman - 37
Projectionist - 35 Mines and Booby Traps - 1,943
Explosives and Demolitions - 402 Tunnel Destruction - 40

(2) In addition, the following number of personnel attended
courses given in May and June 1967:

Combat Leaders - 30 NCO Academy - 26
Replacement Training - 1,322 Ambush Academy - 194

(3O On I July 1967, the NCO Academy and Ambush Academy
courses were 1_.continued and a new combined course for Lightning
Combat Leaders offered in their place. Courses held in July 1967 were:

Lightning Corbhit Leaders - 160 Replacement Training Course - 617
(For all incoming E-1 through E-7,
Warrant Officers, and Lieutenants)

(4) In-,TLuct-:i uras also given at non-divisional schcols

during the repc-tinr rio0t to the follow- 'ng personnel:

"COURS, E INSTRUCTCH MBSATTNDED

Jungle Surviva) F".,'et Airborne Electronic 2
T.-a2'..rLng Unit, Pacific (US

JUSPAO/USAID Military Assistance Command, 9
Orientation Vietnam

Aviation Avionics 34th General Support Group, 18
Maintenance Tng USIRV
Progtam (AAMTAP)

Cable Splicing 40th Signal Pn, USARV 5

XM-21 Armanent 34th General Support Grout, 2
US.ARU&RV

Eiffel Bridge ARVNAF Engr Sch 4
Classification
and repair
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if CONFIDENTIAL

SLeaflet Dissead-ation. 50th Political Warfare Bas 4

MACV

ARC-131 FM Radio 198th Sig Detaclment$ USARV 3
AN/PRC-T4.,AN/PRR- 1 th Sig Detachnent, USARV 24
9 and AN/PRT- 79th Maintenance Bap Saigon

Support9 Comand

AN/GIRC-106 Mr. George H. Seomeer, 25
General Dyram±.a Corp
oration (on TDY to CU

CHI base camp from QONUS)
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CONFIDENTIAL
2. (C) Commanders Obs•-rvtions and Recommendations

a. Observations (Lessons Learned)

(1) Personnel.

IT__4_ The continued lack of NCOe particulArly in the grade of E-6.

OBSMVMTION: The 25th Infantry Division Lo'aders School for junior on-
listed leaders shculd be continued and increase its capability to instruct
a larger number.

(2) Orp;'rc~tions.

ITEM,: Increased hazards of mines during monsoon season.

DIS CT•[ON: Because of heavy rains trafficability of the terrain has
become extremnely difficult and as a result existing trails and roads must
be used. The VC have increased their employment of mines along roads and
trails. In many instances they have employed mines behind passing vehicles
especially in areas where they feel that the same routes will be used by
tU Forces when they withdraw from an area.

OBSMWVATION: Units should when possible avoid using tho same road or trail
to leave an area they have entered. When this is not possible units should
employ mine detectors to sweep ahead of column. A continuous training pro.
gram for newly assigned personnel on identification and detection of mines
must be conducted.

IT__1: Determination of terrain trafficability for tracked vehicles durinrg
the rainy season.

DISCUSSION: The recent advent of the rainy season in this area has limited
tank travel to hard surface roads. Cross-country mobility has been very
poor to impossible in the Division TAOR. Aerial reconnaissance of an area can
usually determine whether the terrain is trafficable for track vehicles by
closely observing bomb craters, shell holes or large wells. If the water
level in these holes is no higher than one foot from the ground level, tank
traffic is generally possible with extreme caution. No sudclan or sharp
turns and no tracking is permissible, under these conditions. In addition,
care must be exercised to avoid crossing obstacles such as rice paddy dikes
where at some time during the crossing the majority of the weight of the
tank is concentrated on a small surface area (suck as three road wheels'.
When observing water levels in holes personnel must be cautioned to de
termine the distance between water levels and true ground level, not tbc
holes's edge. Bomb and shell craters give a false measure of distance.
Determination of trafficability based on dryness of ground surface is iot
valid due to the high water table and intense heat at the surface caused
by the sun.
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O2SM VATION: Aerial observation can assist in datormining trafficability
of an area but, due to misleading conditions, only a ground reconnaissance
of some detail can provide accurate information.

ITEM: Need for additional porsormnel for Cavalry operations in donne
terrain and during rainy season.

DISCUSSION: When operating in dense foliage it has become essential to
lot employ dismounted personnel to the front and flank of the armored vehicles.

The loss of tanks, due to wet terrain, has drastically cut the speed by
which this type unit can move through dense foliage. Any sudden maneuver-
ing of personnel carriers in such terrain generally results in a thrown
track, thereby disabling the vehicle for a period of time and causing ad-
ditional security recuiraments. Constant movement through heavy woods and
jungle places strain upon the power train and suspension system of the
personnel carriers which will result in a higher deadli~ne rate and iAazre•as4
down time. The tactical considerations involved in the movement of armored
vehicles in dense foliage are as follows:

a. Loss of tanks (due to terrain) slows movement.

b. Attempts at maneuver res, lts in down vehicles as a result of
thrown or broken tracks.

c. Recon by fire has negligible effects.

d. Observation and fields of fire are limited.

e. VC are able to make and break contact at will due to greater
maneuverability and speed of dismounted personnel.

f. Personnel carriers provide protections against small arms fire
but little protection again high arcing grenades or RPG-2s. The TO]& for an
Armored Cavalry unit provides for a dismounted capability of one infantry
squad within each platoon. This squad is not capable of providing the
necessary protection to 7 personnel carriers. Internal augmentation of this
force can be accomplished by dismounting all but a minimum crew from the re-
maining vehicles. This would provide an additional 12 men, however, there
is no provision for additional communications eauipment. The addition of
twelve men to the dismount capability of the platoon would provide suffi-
cient security provided the unit is stationary. This force however, is not
sufficient for tactical movement through dense foliage.

OBSEVATION: When an Armored Cavalry unit must be enployed in. dense, vog&-
babtbn, adltonal dismounted trocps atid communications eouipment must be
attached for successful employment.
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MI Use of S systm (81 hortar Air DeYlivery 3ystm).

RQ 8&[N, This system was trel on several occasions and proved to be
highly unsatisfactory. The round will not detonate in water. Secondly,
for a pin point type tarpet there are too many factors to consider in
order to hit a target i.e., airspeed, altitude, moving targets. In west
cases artillery can cover any target discovered, and once the initial
adjustment has been made Fuse VT can be employed and gIve dovastating
tarzot coverage. The target initially must be pinned down by use of
heliaopter.%borne machine guns Ad the area covered by door ginners.

O_83VATLON: That the use of the hAD was ineffective in our area" of
operation and that the use of such systam should be discontinued in
future operations.

I.S Use of the AT-912 as an elevated antenna,

I._•f •0Q : Due to the limited rumber of RC-292 antennas authorised a
unit, it is necessary to amploy field expedignts in order to provide
additional elevated antennas.

O3SItVATIONs Experienoe has shown that the AT-912, uien elevated, is
at least as effective as the RC-292, The only probiem involved is
causing the matching unit to properly match Vhe frequency in as mach
as matching unit power cables are not available in suffidient lengtha,
FoPr situations where frequencies will be relatively statio the match-
ing unit can be pretuned with the M3-6707/VRC. The antenna maust first
be attached to the radio using the short matching unit power cable,
the radio turned on and the proper frequency met. The antenna m~tdi-
ing unit can be disconnected and the antenna elevated,

ITU: I Use of AN/GRA 39, remote control unit for read back dwrina fire
missions.

DISCUM Os, The continuous requirement for accurate tramnission And
receipt of firing data necessitates a nw.ber of ahedc, In the gunnry
chain in a minimum amount of time. A pod cohimunications system is
therefore an important factor in f iring.

Qý-.ýATýli The remote control component of the AN/=A 39 radio set
control group is used in place of field telephones at each howitoT
position .an in the Fire Dirtion Center (FDC). Are Unae are laid
from esa ho ter to the k.X15.:-sMLaS-W. . t4wA o ,Whm e- -
post telephone to the FDC. M lift -- I -A

a. All personnel in each firing section hea all comaande from
tho exec post.

b. All personriel in the FDC hear all commands sent fros the em
post to the firing sectAons and all readba•sk data from 1ene to ewoo post.

c, Maximum number of firing battery personnel Are able to monitor
commands and resdba*k providing more oeffident pmnery performance and
accuracy of firing data.
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IT_4s Use of CS Gas to expose the en.or. r

DISCUSSION: The use of CS gas has proven successful on Mrny operati e.
6Once a VC iunit, personnel, or a suspected hiding site has boon spotted
one gun ship saturates the area with CS gas. Once the VC move out of the
area-tho other gunships rolls in on the target.

, OPSMVATION: All gSunhips and C&C helicopters are now carrying CS gas
to employ against targets or opportunity.

=t Joint operations with US Air Force Forward Air Controllers (PAC)
and Gun Team to stop and destroy the VC.

DISCUSSION: On several occasions one gun team has worked with FAC in spot-
ing eneqy activity. The FAC aircraft usually orbits above 6000 test Pnd
by the use of binoculirs, and nn observers detect uneWy movument or activ-
ity. The gun ,teamp orbiting a prodesignatod area out of the area of oper-
ation and on call, are directed in low level by the FAC on to the target.
If the enemy tLkes evasive actionp CS gas is usud in an attempt to drive
the VC out of hiding.

LOSSERVATIONt, Those joint operations have proven highly successful and on
several occasions have cauCht the VC o15 guard. It has further proven that
joint operations between services can be accomplished in an excellant and
oefficioent minr -,-

ITEM: Firing charts with 6400 mils capability.

of DISCUSSIONt It has been found that in setting out deflection indices for
a 6400 mil firing chart, a five to ton mil arc was left over in one quad-
rant thus leaving ono cuadrantls deflection indices that much in error.

OBSaRVATION: Firing charts are constructed with the primary direction of
lay 6WO0 Mels at deflection 2800. An exact 6400, 1600, 3200, and 4800
azimuth index is established for each battery on the firing chart. Placing
the arm of the RDP on the 6400 mil index and, worklng in a clockwise di-
rection, a deflection index is placed at scribe mark number i on the RDP°
ftfttb ±t 2 and label It WM• the appr!pfot battery 6evgn•tltn. Next,place the arm of the RDP on the 1600 mil index and place a deflection in-
dex out at the scribe mark numbered 2e Number this index 1 and label it
with the appropriate battery designation. Place another indox out from
number I at 1000 mile using the arm of the RDP. Number it 0 and label it
with the appropriate battery designation.. 'The index at 3O0 and 6400 WM
be numbered 3 and labeled with the appropriate battery designation.

Repeat the above prosedures beginning at the 3200 index.

By modifying the Artillery Schoolls recommended method, the error
is taken up throughout the firing chart. Inaccuracies in the deflection
indices are no more than one or two mile.
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X 1 Dalight H&I t,
DIS Ot RU are normally scheduled during the houer of darkness.

experience and intelligence reports indicate that the VC often move
during daylight when aircraft are out of the area of movament.

OBS 0 VATIOKI HWlX' are planned in areas of known VC activity making use
Of Past eUorience and current intelligences These &IX's are fired from
early morning until dusk, at whioh time the normal H&I program is initiated*
Volume of fire is dependent upon whether harmament or interdiction of a
particular terrain feature is the objective*

nDj: Preplanned Elocking Fires.

? S After a preparation has been fired on an LZ, routes of with-
drawloften permit the VC to escape. These routes are normally canal.
Or trails in the general area of operations.

OA1ION: Preplanned on call groups of targets are assigned to likeWavenues of esoape or withdrawal routes to insure rapid response by artil-
lery elements in providing blocking fires.

S•: Preparation of Landing Zone.

D I =N1 It'has been found that scheduled preparations planned from
picto an-photo mapes, have seretimes left a critical areas, hedgerow, or
bunker relatively uncovered by artillery fires. Moreover, with several
batteries firing a given preparation, it is difficult for ;n air observer
to adjust additional fires into the critical area from a txrgot included
in the scheduled proparation fires.

ODSAVATION: It has proved useful to predesignate a targeti not a part
of the regular scheduled preparation, in the landing snse. This target
is used as an adjusting point by the air observer for adjusting additional
coverage of an Us, when necessary.

IITM: Shifting*Fires.

DISCUSSIONt It has bean a general practice to prepare landing sonse pa
a given schedule of fires and to terminate firing on schedule just prior
to arrival of armed or troop aircraft at the U.s

OBSMVATION,___ hfe accordinx to a schedule of firep, pariery
"Fres can erecMAlvy blocic routes -or VC wiAtdraw" -~rom a preparWed.
Close oor•insation must be effedted between artJill~y firIng units t-
lery LNO' s with caandand control ships, armed helicopter pilots, and
troop aircraft pilots. Elements of informtion to be coordinated aret

a. Areas into which fires are to be shifted.

b. Colored *moke or other signal to indicate termination of
preparation of LZ.
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Oher CONFIDENTrAL

a Orientation of gun-target lilnos,

Sdo Other proplanned control maaeuros.
" ". fl Computing of firing data fcr -ir observer m.-sions.

DISCUSSION: Battery Fire DJice.ion Centors havo experienced difficulty
in controlling the subsequent adjustments of multiple missions irith the
TOZ eouipnunt and personnel avail'.ble.

2 ZATIC'Ns Whan aerial observers adjust, using the gun-target lines
the initial chtr data is computed rnd checked, subseouent corrections
are thonoomputed using 1O0/R for deflection ane the C factor for quad-
rants, using two crp t4er84o? independent chocks. This systan has
proved to be more rapid and as accurate as the chart procedures.

IT,1t FADAC metro message.

ISCUSSION: In order for the Field Artillery Digital Automatic Computer
(F.DC) to be used as effectively as poseiblop accurate data must be
prog"ased into the computer as 'rapidly as possible upon receipt of the
data. In programing weather data, the fastest way is to prepare a tele-
type tape of the data and feed it into the machine automatically.

OB9'2.•V.TION: It was found that the teletype operator could prepare a
tape and transmit it faster if it was given to him in the eact format that
the computer would accept. The matro and radio sections prepared a form
which showed exactly how the tape should be prepared, The metro section
puts the data on the form, showing where a space or carriage return (sym-
bol) should be. The computer will accept only 16 nu.•bers to a lines It
will accept a corrq2Js4.&etake, if the correct numbor is covered by the
letterescharacter-(symbol #)o It will not accept a random key or a line
feeds Using this form, the teletype operators were able to punch a tape
much fater ind conseauently transmit it to the units much faster.

•t Striki.n Targets Acquired by the Manpaoe2d Personnel Detector B63
(Peoplesniffer).

DISCUSSION: The "People Sniffer" device mounted on a UH-1 helicopter has
boen very effective'in acquiring targets., The device has been employad
with a LFT9 to provide cover for the "Sniffer Helicopter" and to strike
tareets., Most sensings have occured over jungles or donee toliage. This
type terrain limits the effectiveness of aerial fire power delivered by
the LFT. Targets ae.uired by the "People Sniffer" could be more effect: "e-
"ly engaged by TAC Ait or artillery fire.

SOE VATON1 Heavy volume artillery fire or large ordnance delivewies byTAC AIR provides more effective engagement of acouired targets.

1r 1 Supplementing Firefly Missions with the "People Sniffer".
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D.SCLUSSIONt The Firefly Mission employs starlight scoos, flares, and
searchlights to accuire targots during the hours of darkness. Target
aoneuiuition using these devices has ben very effective on rivers and
open terrains but has been ineffective over dense foliage along rivers
and stroam.. B augxonting the firefly aircraft with a "People Sniffer"
in another aircraft, tVrgate thtt would have gone unnoticed are now
acquired and enasged.

2EAU lTM The "People Sniffer" device has proven to be very effective
In target acquisition, and is now being employed regularly to increase the
success of Firefly miestons.

Ts1 Control of Artillery fire during combat operations.

P§ :Is On a recnt oprrtion the artillery preparatory fire was
directed by the sirmobile force and air mission commannders from the command
and control aircraft orbiting the objective area.

Q..•Y~fl•!~ Fire support is reouired as close to the lift element as
possible dkring the approtch -Md landing in the landing zone in order to
decrease and possibly neutralize the amount of anmuy fire received. Artil-
lery should be continued until the assault elemn(mt is only minutes away
ftrm the landing zone. Gunships should prepare the landing zone by sup-
pressive tires as soon as artillery fire has stop'-ed. This technique is
very effective in giving the flight element continuous support and is pre-
ferable to the muoh'used time on target mothod.

=,~e I gle Flight Operations.

flESIOs The 25th Aviation Battalion conducted several "Eagle Flights"
operAtions with divisional ground forces. A normal operation reouires eight
airorAft, one command and control aircraft, one utility aircraft, and a
Ainmns of four gunships.

Onor in the area of opora•tion, two gunsatips descond to low loveo.
to fix VC positions. When an anemy position is locatod, norma'Uy by re-
Ociving ground fires the lead aircraft marks it with smoke ane climbs to
join thoe renining lift .%irorft who begins descending out of on orbit over
a predeterminad reference point.

The gunships escorting the lead aircraft will engage the VC while
the fli'ht joins and lAnds in a landing zone selected in close proximity to
the eney position. Prom tho time the VC are found until troops are on the
ground I. normally less than four minutes. The lift aircraft can then :-ad
a reinforcing unit and orbit for imoediate amploymnnt or go to strip al,..
in a selected staging area.

RDQAV,~ i A normal operation utilizes oight lift aircraft, however, use
of fiveship eag flJMhtM in areas whore intelligonce sources indicate a
relativaly mall VC force is desirable. With grod intelligence inforvvtionp
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S7 these =l kgle Flights are effective and have produced numerous Paws

and detainees. A utility aircraft is a great asset. This aircraft should
have a medic and a maintenance team on board. It can be used to replace
a downed aircraft while the maintenance team renders aesistpnce, evacuate
V4IAs, KEAs, FpOW and detainees, p_rform command and control during absence
of the normal C&C aircraft (refueling, etc.), and provide emergency re-
supply.

ITS4 Screening assault element with smoke.

DISCUSSION: On several operations Co B, 25th Avn Bn was called upon to
provide a smoke screen for the purpose of obscuring the lift element from
tnuay observation. This is accomplished by installation of an integral
Smoke Generator, 53E 00-62A, on UH-I helicopter.

Wind must be considered when using smoke, from the aviation stand-
points and to insure that the smoke does not interfere with the ground
tactical plan.

O&&VATIO Under proper wind conditions the smoke screen is very effective
in obscuring the flight element from likely enemy positions.

ITEM: Use of Smoke.

DISCUSSION: The use of smoke in Landing Zones (LZ) and Pickup Zones (PZ)
1has been found to be very helpful to pilots. Pathfindors should use smoke
at both ends of the LZ or PZ. When the lead pilot calls for smoke the Path-
finders pop smoke at the first touch down point. Five seconds later, smoke
is popped just beyond the last touch down point.

OBSMV.,TION: This system enables the flight loaders to aline the flight on
the l-ng axis of the PZ or LZ far enough out to preclude last minute adjust-
ments.

IT__1: XM 172 Panel.

DISCUSSIOMs It has been found that the XK 172 Panel is excellent for mark-
ing friendly positions at night. The illuminating panel can only be seen
from the air, and not by the enemy when it is layed out flat on the ground.

OBS.RVATION: Utilization of th, illuminating panel will assist friendly
troops in the employment of attack helicopters at night.

TX•:4 Use of High Voltage Generators and Electrical Line.

DISCUSSION: Recently power lines were knocked down into a water soaked
?feldp causing a direct short to ground. A crowd soon gathered around the
mishap. One individual in the crowd received a burn and severe shock which
could have been fatal.
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OW AI When power linaa are downed or shorted, unqualified personnel
sho not work on lines. If possible& turn gener-tor off.

ITEM: People Sniffer.

nPhVATION: This instrutment has proven, suoce0sful in locating individual.
in heavilyvegetates areas. Large areas of this nature can be covered by
enploying the People Sniffer in a UHID (traveling at tree top level) steem-
panied by a light fire team (two gun ships). Upon detection a enoke grenade
is dropped to pinpoint location idontifidd. The light fire teem can cover
the area until an orbiting Eagle Fligh+t elemant is available to conduct a
ground search.

ITM, Cordon and Search Operations.

OMj_9WijM When aontioe,3Ar aperatdiM tn amri 3rea# cAoh-n.and. meaaeoi
operations should be varied as to time. The most effective times to es-
tablish a cordon have been during the siesta hours (1206-1400 hours), late
afternoon (1700-1800) or at night (2100-0550 hours).

DISCUSSION: When establishing 3 cordon by airmobile means, always maintain
an airmobile reserve for employment against VC exfiltration not observed by
those forces already on the ground.

ITE.: %ployment of CS.

OBSaRVATIONs Prior to destz-action of bunkers and tunnels, seed with CS.

ITD(: Enployment of 90m Recoilless Rifles in the Attack.

DISCUSSIONt The o anister round employed by the 90m rifle gunner in con-
junction with M60 teams provides the terrain clearing capability and the
automatic fire power neoded to make effective fields of fire, and suppress
en~er small arms fire simultaneously.

OBRV.ATION: When enemy small arms fire is encountered from a heavily
foliated area, targets must be identified as soon as possible. Effective
firing with .50 cal or M60 machine gm-s is not always possible when obser-
vation is limited.. However. 90= canister rounds may be used to open fields
of fire and to permit the automatic weapons to effectively engage point tar-
gets.

ITE.: Use of foot Patrols with. Mech Operations.

TSC'OSSI0f Often when a mech unit operates in the field the individual
soldier is not employed on the ground, rather the mech unit conducts the
S&D operations mounted. The VC soon anticipate this and expect to hear the
AP~s coming toward then.

OBSMRVATION: When Mech is used in an -irea, separate dismounted operations
should be conducted. It has been found that these foot mounted troops will
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J ~surprise the enuaq who is listening for thj. sou~nd of APCG.

ITD: Use of 81=m Mortar Airninp Stake Lights.

pIRM1~j The aiming stake lirhts when turned on during the hours of
darne sss present a very marked target arvi is easily soon from a great die
tance at certain location from outside of the perimeter. When under attack,
or prior to attack the VIC are able to sight in on the aiming stake lights.
The lights'cannot be turned off unless personnel. go to each stake and flip
'the switch. Diuring a heavy ground attack this is not 3.lw~ys possible.

QBS.VýTO~tAiming lights should bo rigred with WD-l cocmoe wire and dry
ces batteries with the control switch near the mortar for control by the
gun crew, thus enabling the crew to turn the lights on and off at will.

ITEM(: Tents, Lean-to Shelters,, etc..

DISCUSSION: On a bright night the starlight and moonlight cause a very
brig-htreflection from personnel shelters that are damp or wet from dew or
rain. This glow or shimmering effect of tha wet water proof lean-to's is
easily seen from a great distance and are perfect targets during night
attacks on the perimeter.

ODSERV`.TION: Personnel shelters should not 'be erected lean-to or tent
fashion in forward areas. Those shelters that must be erected should be
well camouflaged to prevent "1shineV Individuals should rely on a poncho
p7.lled over and laying on the individual rather than a tent.

IT~4: Distinctive Outline of Tracked Vehicles during the Hours of Darkness.

DISCUSSION: Tracked vehicles have a very distinctive outline and are easily
"1sky lighted" from the ground by the sauarq shape of the vehicle, the cupola
and guard inside the supola, and the large .50 caliber machine gun sticki~ng
out.

OB5SRVATION: The outline can be broken up by strategic emplacement of
vines, brush and trees. If possible the Armored personnel carrier should
be parked in or near scrub growth Pxd additional brush placed near all four
corners and behind tha machine gunner. Caution should be exercised so as
not to block the observr'tion of the guard in the cupola.

ITEI: Radio Call Lights and Dash Oil Lights Illuminating Inside the Track.

DISCUSSION: On the large radio sets each time a transmission is inccanir.
the radio call light ifluninates the inside of a vehicle. The dash ligl.
(oil light, master switoblight, etc.,) are on continually and presents -

good target from across the perimeter.

OBSMVTION: Radio call lights should be turned off in forward areas, or
taped so as to allow only a pin point of light to shine directly to the
front of the radio, Dash- lights should. be completely covered with sand bags.
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A poncho should be draped. ovwr the rear of the track to block all possible
illumination (in lieu of the track ramp being closed).

ITEM: Smoking inside of Tracks and. in Cupola while on Guard.

DISCUSSION: Cigarettes, lighters and flame producing devices whdn used
inside of tracks and in cupolas provide the VC with excellent targets.

OBS&1VTION: No smoking whould be permitted anywhere except in a covered
hole or a closed Armored Personnel Carrier. There should be no smoking in
a cupola of an Armored Personnel Carrier.

ITEM: Situation Report through the Rifle Company chain of Corm-and.

DISCUSSION: Experience proves that a situation report must be given more
often than once per hour at unit level to insure that personnel are fully
awake and alert on the machine gun while on guard.

OBS.RVXTION: Siatuation reports should be given from each track to the
platcon leader's track every 15 minutes. Platoon Leaders should make sit-
uation reports to company every 30 minutes, during the hours of darkness.

ITEM: Return of Fire and Fire Control.

DISCUSSION: Training of the people -nd force of hibit prevents the person-
nel on guard from firing on movement, trip flares that h.ve been illuminated
etc., by the VC. In most cases fire control is held at too high a level in
the chain of command. By the time the guard receives permission to fire the
attack has been launched by the VC.

OBSiMVATION: Fire Control should be at the lowest level practical. All
personnel should be fully aware of locations of friendly elements, types
of fire than can be returned initially, (i.e., small arms only on souad
leaders orders, .50 caliber or larger on Corapany Comnander's order only),
and location of LP' s and ambush patrols. Certain types of probing fires
shoulp be returned with certain and selected weapons from the perimeter.
Pro-mature firing of heavy weapons discloses their location pro-maturely.

ITEM: Depressions, Holes and Berms outside the protective wire used to
launch assaults.

DISCUSSION: Any depression or hole near the outside of the parimeter wire,
if used, is a perfect covered position from which to launch an RFG attark.

OBSEVATION: Each hole or depression should be booby trapped, illumine- d
-and have punji stakes emplaced in them. Trip flares in holes, claymor,
mines emplaced in the walls of holes with detonating wire buried and aiming
and elevation stakes on the perimeter to place accurate M79 fire in the hole
should be employed.
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ITSh Battlefield llmination usap so as to illwfinate the VC and outsidej l the perimeter without illuminating the friendly elements.

DISCUSSION: Illumination over head, not only illuminates the VC but also
the friendly forces. A technique is needed to illuminate only that portion[ "of the battle field occupied by the VC.

O One in every four 81rm defensive concentrations should be
whitephosphorous. 81ou "defcons" should be within 15-20 meters of the
protective wire. 81= illumination rounds should be fired so as to burn
on the ground at a distance of 200-300 meters from the protective wire de-
pendimg on the terrain. This sky lights the attacking VC without oompletely
illuminating the friendly position. Consideration should be given to trip
flares with pull wires running back to the perimeter. Flood lights may also
be emplaced 50-100 meters from the perimeter and placed to shine across the
front of the platoon position. The spot light should be booby trapped to
prevent removal. Lights so employed must be controlled from the platoon
leaders vehicle.

IT.M: Maxim= effect from grazing fire with ground mounted wipons.

DISCUSSIONt More grazing fire is recuired at ground level to repel the
at ck prevent VC from crawling into ths wire where he can do more
damage.

OBSSLVATION: All M60 machine guns should be mounted on tripods with ThE
mechanism for effective grazing fire. The M60 mounted on a tripod during
the hours of darkness tend to be fired too high or into the ground in front
oa the gun. The tripod insures accurate grazing fire. Additional fire
power can be brought to bear-by placing additional .50 caliber machine guns
in ground mounted positions. These may be obtained from destroyed tracks
or from some other source other than removing them from the track vehicles.
If necessary some .50 cal Mes can be dismounted at night, from W. and Mortar
APGs.

ITEM: Routine of placing comand post tracks in the cýnter of a circular
per eter for forward rifle companies.

DISCUSSION: RON perimeters should be frenuently changed as to design, shape
and location (open field or in woodline).

OBSRVATION: The VC are well aware of the mechanized concept of the Head-
quarters group being in the center of the circular perimeter. Different
techniques should be employed, i.e., command group vehicles may be placed
& •ay from the center and behind the line platoon tracks. The unit perimeter
may be emplaced in the edge of a woodline allowing a helipad for aerial re-

uppl"y etc., or within a finger of trees extending into an open field.

RIM_. Injuries to personnel Pleeping in open, unprotected areas, or inside
of tracked vehicles.
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DISCM80N, Most oasa"ltivs omie from parsonnel' in or near tracked ve-
hicles or sleeping exposed above grrund.

QN],J j:t No more than two men pur ground position, and no one should be
allowed to sloop in tracks. .4vryone not sleeping in a hole or gun positions
should be laying flat on the grounds (no cots) and the sleeping area should
be sand bagged abovu the line of the body.

JT=: Effect of Rivar Tides upon Search Operations.

DISCU ION: Numerous VC caches have bean discovered along rivers %rd their
tributaiwes. In most oases the caches were 4iscovercd rit low tide. Apper
eDtly the VC bury their eouipment/ammunition in the river bank at low tidep
thus obtaining additional concealment during periods of high tide. Caches
concealed in this manner are easier to detact at low tide. Accurate tidal
informstion has not been, available, consequently search operations fre-
cuently have not been fully effective in tidal areas.
OE&R.RTION: Accurate information concerning tides should be developed for
all areas affected by tide changes.

ITZM: Light Machine Gun Mounted on OH-23 Aircraft.

DISCUSSION. The use of Oi-23 Aircraft for C5C euring mechanized operations
has been effective in detecting VC movement ahead of the mechanized forces.
In some cases VC have escaped before maneuver elements/or light fire teams
eould rech the objective area due to lack of organic fire power on the OH-
23 aircraft.

OBSIRVITION: A light machine gun mounted on the OH-23 could engage the VC
and restrict his movement until mazieuver elements or light fire teams reach
the scene.

IT..: Use of Hand Grenades during Search Operations along Canals and Rivers.

DISCUSSION: VC hide under water when US Forces approach a canal or river
line. Single grenades tossed along the water freauently are not effective
due to insufficient area coverage.

OBSEfV,1TION: An effective tachnioue is to line several raen along the canaVriver bank and have these men throw grenades on comnand. This proceduresaturates the area and will normally force the VC to the surface.

ITIM: Increased Boobytrapping of Ambush Patrol Exits.

DISCUSSION: Due to the increased nuwber of VC mines and boobytraps employed
in and near the tactical wire, departing ambush patrols have incurred several
casualties.

OBS&MVATION: To counteract bcobytraps the exit gates were relocated and
minesweeps employed prior to the departure of tha patrols.
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IT: Return Route.

DI SCSION: On a racent combat ambush patrol, a member 'f the patrol was
wounded when he detonated an enemy boobytrap. The individual was returning
to his position after implacing his claymore mine but did not return the
same way he had departed.
OBS*V.\TION: The patrol member coule have lessened his chances of becoming

a casualty by returning to his position via the same route ha had departed.

ITEM: Ovurhead Tripwiras.

DISCUSSION: The Viet Cong are constantly changing their methods of employ-
ing boobytrap tripwires. Tripwires have been encountered which are seviral
feet above the eye level. Thase wires are tripped by the unsuspecting RTO
who walks-under thaý carrying his PRC-25 and long antennae.

OBSeRVATION: The unit ccmu-.nder must remind th.ir 'subordinates to be con-

stantly alert for new methods of VC bcobytraps and tripwire employment.

ITEM: Chicom Grenade Boobytraps in Open Terrain.

DISCUSSION: Many Chicom grenades boobytraps hove been encountered recently
in grassy open terrain, away from hedgarows. These grenades are generally
painted g.rýeen and tied or wired. to stakes approximately 6" off the ground,
with pins removed. As a soldier knocks the stake, the grenade handle falls
to the ground and. the grenade explodes instantly.

OBSERVATION: Care shculd be used in moving through open grassy areas, per-
sonnel should move widely separated from each other and leaders should
choose routes with low grass rather than high grass when possible.

ITEM: VC Sniper Tewas.

DISCUSSION: Recently VC sniper- eams working in pairs have been encountered
probing night defense perimeters. Two or three snipers open fire fron one
side of the perimater, after friendly attention is concentrated on this
initial fire, a second sniper team open up from the opposite side of the
perimeter.

OBSEAVATION: Use indirect fire as primary m&%ns of countering snipers harase-
ing a defensive perimter and do not move defenders to other positions to
counter sniper fire.

ITEM: Searching Hedgerows.

DISCUSSION: Thick vegetation and the danger of boobytraps make it imp-acti-
cal for an entire squad or platoon to search hedgerows.

OBS•i•ATION: Two or three men should remove all gear and check the hedgerow
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while the rest of tha elomant socures the area. Men unemaumbaed by gear
can make a more thorough sLaroh in thick vwgotation, ar,4 thi ftngur of laose
gear detonating boobytraps by htnginS up In bamboo is roduowd.

TI, Jungle Clearing I.

DISCUSSION: During Operation JUNCTION CITY and NHA TT\ANj the :bxinoor
Battalion was involved in Jungle clearing operations, To accomplish this
mission, Rome Plows wire waployed. Those plows are mounted on stAnFsat4bulldozers with specially constructod blaess %ne operator *s&b attiehedo The
blade has a kite edge and is set on an Angle. During Operation JUNCTIONCITY, the clearing consisted of mA.ing 100 oetur wide rights-otf-4m along
roads in the operational area. To accomplish this# Homu Plowb-kldower
teams were oreatod utilising two Rone Plows with &%oh bullosev, The plowswould knock down the brush anO trues followed by the bulldozers wind-'rowi
the fallen veget~tion. In War Zone Cj the opr.ptionsl Area for JUNCTION CITYI
the Jungle is extremely heavy and the trees range from 100-200 tfet in heiaht.
In many ca~sos it was nooessary to use demolition to remove the lArger trees,

During Operation W! NHAT'AN, Rome Plows were used to ololr rotd
right-of-ways nnd lArgs scale Junglo aluaring. With as many as eight plws
working at a single tit.n it was necessary to dewie a systam whereby all theplows oou•.d be opor-tu~l in an area restricted by the availability of searitPtj
This oporation was ooi;lucted in the lower 301 LOI Woods area, During GleaPr-
ing, Rcmc Plows wure %nployud seep'rately from the bulldozere with the bull-dozers us., only to wind-row relatively wall arase for helic-pter lA^linA
pads. This was dons hocauso the dozurs onuld not winr-row at the see Pat*as the pl ".ws. :n ord.r' to provide sedurity for the doaere it was neessaery
to work thom in a maul area,

Li. VATIO'4: As a rerult of theoe two olearinv operat.ionn, many twhniisshav bee--n-ovolvad for junglo clearing. The moat signllioant teing that theproductivity of eoah plow is dependent upon tho number of plows operating,
It was found during Operation 9'.NHATTAN that by plaoing the plows In anechelon loft foy..mtion. with tha junp.le to be elis~rd on the loft, Lhat five
plows operating 'or a hours could oloar 100 a&or% of Junle in one day. Fkeeping the Jur.nlo on the Ilft, the anglud bl',do of the plow pushes the ever-
flow to the right and out or tho way or t.hi plow %rye tra toli ni plow,
Mochanizod inflntry moved with the plows to provide soeurtty,

Maintenance played a large role In thw success -if tho operation.
Without continued maintenance support thtse plows could not Weep rwnning.
In the vicinity of each olarinp, aren, a rvdntrnanoo point was estblished
with an air oompressor and two contact rvintenonae tobis, One* every I
hours a plow wouLd stop to be oheckadx rufueleeI, %tn h, ve br',nahwe ,ni ive
blown out of the engine ocmpirtn.nt. It #lso g'wva thw opur-itops a ohs to
take a 15 minute break.

Another problaw encountered was thu aontrol roi guit(iwe of the
leading plow when cutting throujkh a new seution of jungle, This wee alleviat
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ed by painting large numbers on the top of the c•bs an. providing & ISC-25
Radio to the assistnt operator. A Uliht obsurvation helicopter, in direct
eonAct, with th p ow, provided nocossary control and guidance for
Initial cutting.

SLM# oungie Mlearing n.

g 2M oMtt A new concept in land clearing has boon put to the toot near
CU CHIpVietnam by Co C, 65th hrp Bn. The operation consists of dragging
a large anchor chain behind two vehicles# spaced so that the vegetation
which passes between them will comu into contact with the chain. The links
of the chain are 9 inhe.s wide and 12 seoem long. Each link weighs approxi-
mately 28 pounds.

The vory nature of the equipment imployed in the oparstion dictates
the type of clearing that can be accomplished. Basically• the weight of the
chain and the pulling force of the vehicle are the principle cleering factors.
It is easily uneerstood, than, that vegetation which c•n withstand a swift
blow fran a heavy object is not effectively cleared by this operetion. This
It espaoial3y found to be true in areas of undergrowthp where .the.diameters
of the trees and shrubs are appreciably smaller than four inches. The chain
passes over vegetition of this sise, after which the Vegetation springs up.
Somewhat different and much more gratifying and useful results Rre obtained
when the chain is used to clear trees with diameters greater than ftour inches.
The chain haM 'xen used to clear rubber 'rees up to thrue feet in the base
diameter. 'Ia n'iain catches around the base of the troop rides up on the
trunks cav,%3r th. tree to leoan and eventually weighs it down• • upooting it
and layirg it on the ground.

The chain was found to be most effective in clearing rubber trees
rather than any other type of vegatation.e In the plantations it was possible
to driye the vehicle down the paths between the tressp since the trees are
planted in straight rows, and' s1.oe by side, Trues In the Filhol Plntationt
whorn t5#,% outting w.s dono, are planted in rowe r•ning gdoerally Northwest
to Sctthws'rt. The rows are approxLimtely 8 meture apart, W. the trees are
apprrxtmatoly 6 motors ap•art within the rows.

The selection of direction in which to clear is a ralstively simple
matter. The important factor to ranabar is that the most ifeative cuts
are long and straight. Tha width of the out will depend on\tho site of the
trees. It was found that the trees in the lilhol, which averaged about
twenty inches in diameter, wore most effectively cleared In cuts of tw?

erows ach. The length of the chain is a factor here also# since the r-n
on the vhoicle varies directly with the angle between the chsin, The o \%in
Is made of 90 foot sections which can bo joined or separated. Through o:;-
perimentr a length of 3, 360 feet, o 4 seootion, was found to be optlirtp
since this length of chain was sufficient to reduce strain on the vohi.les
when clearing two rows of trees) and at the same time us not so lengthy as
to greatly impede. on.nuv•rabilty.

t4
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Carjul bri4%n'fr cf btth ,vhiclo cpjtitors •and vielhl 0e andeis
is a must before beginning the opor-tion. rt should be mphnsised that
staying in the clear pathe is inportnt. Also drivers should try to coor-
dinate with one inother during the oparitien. The vehicles should *glide"
during Instants of little resistance, !nd thon accelerate as soon aU the
chain catches on the trees. This prevents d.mage to pintles, stal aJ, Vnd
in general- makes for a moothur operation. In additions one vehicle should
remAain slightly aheod of the other, so that if one hite a nine, persoanel on
the other vehicle are nct' ikdly to be affocted.

Reversing diruction when clx,.ring cin be a very tricky operation.
If at all possible, outs should Le mxee butwoon two open arems, to facili-
tate turning. The turns should be vary doliburc.te, espj.ially when there
are obstacles present. 'Ono method. is to nnke a half circle with both ye-
hicles. Another method is for one vehicle to ,.-Oi a very tight neutral.
steer while the other makes a somewhat broaeer turn. Still another method
is for both vehicles to back over the chiin, nke a tipht turn& and head in
the rovort.o diroction for another cut. HWny variations are possible.- The
vehic~c *,-ivors should not. Musttate to drive over the chain if it is necessar
to do ws. %nd must only be careful not to get so far apart as to be pulling
against each other. In most cases, the condition of soil wi)l dictate the
the type of turn. Thi#-hbUcause the maneuverability of the vehicles with
the chain is suite hmered in boggy or even damp'terrain. Also, it is im-
portant. 'x, out in such a manner that the frtllen trees will not be in the
poth n. *.1. 44-Wicles on fPtire cuts. A minimu of planning is required to
aoccmpL.r. i, t,! since thi. chains pulls the trees inward ,nd st'.oks thi in
very noaa ,

'Nie the operstion beginsp it is neeossry to assert aggressive
control. The control element must direct the entire operation rand be oon-
stantly Alert. It must react quickly to obstacles and be quick in formu-
lating a plan for reversing for direction after oech cut. The controller
shotO. 'zP on one of the two vehicles pulling the chain, und should have
radi,% ,uitAct with al. elemmnti -f the opsration so that the operation will
run ,• .. '•,.,hv s px-,ible, 3,'A'r.acd of bogging down, duo to some unforseen

The mechazical conside rtior-s in an, operation of this type are many#
aedplw urt important roIe .- The weak areos soon present thaemlves as a
mattor of course during operations. There are some %rean in which proven-
tive ,-':.nt,'nanee can vive timn %.nd enhance the opre..tion in genert. The
weako,... p.., of :.he ic-u,.% in,%t,ýO.Ihtion is the pintles to which the chain
Is ct+', hind. It 2.s ,.'and thA.t the constant strain again the pintles soen
wer the threads on tha four bolts which hold thwi in place. It is not 'I-
eccuon for these bolts to fail. One solution to this problam is to car-
extra bolts for muick repnirs. An even batter solution is to reinfore4 aith
1" or 1 1/8" wire cable. Thu o:.ble is threaed through the two hook bscAeots
to form a complete loop throuph the third link from the end of the chain.
This reinforcammt takes a great eal of str.in off the pintles and reduces
pintle failure by about 90%.'
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be The transmission of the vhicIed m-ffer since lowgear only must
be used during the actual oleoring. 5cinetiaos it becomes rdcessary to stop
for cooling off periods of 30 to 40 minutes. A lose of power it also a
cowRon phenamenon. This is attributed to the over-working of the trans-
mission@ It Is necessary to check tho oil frequently eand to have %n amply
supply of oil an hand at all times. If throu are ony oil leaks in the ve-
hiale or if a leak develops,, the vehicle should not be used for this,
operation until such time that thd leak hes been rup~irod completelyo. The
nature of the strain is such that even a tiny oil leak will soon become a
seriouq maintenance prabo v-

Another problem arev.is tho final drive of the vuhioles. Pulling
the chain causes considerablo strain on this assembly• A vehi~le with'
faulty tin'l drive should not be useod in this operation. Particular atten-
tio, should be paid to thi final'drive during operations so that serious
dam..:40 can be avoided.

The probability of throwing s track on an operation of this type
tis much g.Ater than other operations. The extra burden of pulling the
chaiu makes even the slighest obstacle such as a log or mall trench har-
bingars of nearly certain track failure. Tight track vd very selective
dri-ving aro a necessity if tho oportion is to .Na unhampered. Clearly,
maintenance considoer.tions play an important role in this operation, as in
mo,' olee-tng operations.

..e tactical considerations of the anchor chain clearing operation
merit s.:'.l attention. The types of security and employment thereof
should bo ,n integral part of the planning phase. The optimm security Is
a force of five personnel, carriers, two preceding the chain pullerst two
foi .. wng: and one on the flank which is eXposed to the uncut woodline. This
all trounu mobile security ms.kes up for the Inherently vulnerable cumbersome
chai., set-up. The security elements should be close enough to provide ado-
quato -supports yet far enou•h away to allow the cutting to run moothly6
Tani also csn be used to provide security for the operation. An added
benefit of using tanks would bo that they can pull the ch0in if.eamthing
went. rown with one of the prime movers.

T.,i most importint t.ctical concept to keep in mind is alatnoe.
The fct that the operation covyrs so much area places a tremendous repoen-
sit! Ity -. 1 all concornrd to be ospaeially intohful. To effeot unit7 of
cam r.ds the control eluunt must direct not only the clearing conuaw-.
renWlys the security.

A comparison of performance of throe types of primo movers ins made
on two different days. On 10 July 1967p M4SA3 tanks were coap.red to D-7
Dot. •, On 11 July 1967p N.M recovery vehicles ware tested. Ail three
type, of vehiclee were employed in tha same mannert Clarting two rows of
trees in the Pihol Plantation. The' doners had the slowest cleAring rate
of 5.26 acreeo ur., The "a#., were most effective, with 28.9 sares/hoW.
The tanks had the second fastest rate of 1591 acres/hour. Thus# with an
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effectiveness of 1 for dosers, the tnnkb woule, be rntq. at 15.1/5.28-2.86,
and the M-8o would be rated nt 28.9/5.28-5.49.

The greatest differunces in performn.nesp other than in cloaring
rates# wre the amounts of time the vehicles were 4own for rep-ire. The
dosors, even though they worked slower, did not hsvo to M-ke even one stop
for eaintanance. Thu tanks and M-.88e howers, were frequently stopping
to repair pintles, check tha oil, cool off tramission, or replace tracks.

The greatest single stopping faetor was pintle failure. As men-
tioned above, this problem hMs been solved by using a reinforcing cable.
The other maintenance drawbacks of H-88s and -40s, although %mwnrous, are
not sufficient to warrant choice of D-?s for pulling th chainkin lieu of
H-8, or M48A•s.

I! the 'hoice Is between H-88s and H4•W3S, the Preater horsepower
and ,,eigh-4, and hnce manentum, of the H-fts make them the logipal selection.
When properly employed and m".ntainedj, the H-4s can clear noarly twice as
effectivelv as HLSA3so The wxtra power makes them more maneuverable than
the Q-inks. Also, the H-OS transmission is dosigned to pull heavier loadso
and here ;s less te~nicy to run the K-Os. to stall out when th4j chain
ecm, t- in contact with "w.usually large trees. In areas of maller trees, 4t
is i.ssibla to run the 11-88. in second goars speeding up the operation, and
re•d n -r- !.nmaicsion strain.

Yf neesseary, a tank ane an -S8, mny be eanplcqed in tho waes
opwntion.' The rate of clearing, howevoer would be goverhnd by the tank#
since it tv ,1•d be the wan ' of tho two.

l.ing the 15 e'is '.f opvrtionv with the chmin, C Companq was
able to eJ ly.1 a,5rox,.n?.-.oAr 1600 acres of tho Filhole PliAtation. The Oper-
atr o0, now .*educed fr," .&Pn.A work to a sciences hos bam placed in the
har-t of .- Aieter ccupi.;r !n %,he 65th iihg Bae A second, somewhat siailer
oh1..- has i.en aeLured., ano tha operations are continuing with K-tos as
prL•-- movers. The mailer e,•dn inks are 5" wide and 9" long., They weigh
ap .-Amately 60% ae much as the larger links% This chain wte doubled and
attua.ed to one oection of the largep chain.

b4 Core ,he or .-. nal. chain was acquired, a 1/8" cable, wei@ted
by n rep s'.als --.as ter•tsd to deternine effectivwness in clearings. The
cab'. has . tend •oe tr. slip over mall vegetation, and wea relatively In-
eff. 'Le. If the cable was used to cl*kr large trees, the strain eneoun-
ter%.& would make it necessary to replace the cable often, naming the opsr-
atien logistically and eoenmioally unfeasible. The operation was considered
wufruitful and no !s m.earning effectiveness was collected or analysed.

(W• 10 July 1967, two D-7 Dozers were used to wind-row the rubber
treaz which had been clasred by the anchor chains It was foýad that the
dosers averaged wind-rowing 1.1 acres/hour/doter. At this rate It would
take 23.9/1.1 or at least 26, D-7 Dosere wind-rowing in mupport of two 1-68e
alerm-ne rubber trees. This is clearly not feasible, obviously the gains

CI6
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of wr-r~wi'ng arv not or'uivalont to thsi rtxruiru.sd u-uipmant density.

anTefo1wn atwi tbunrubo tobusirwhich had. recon ou'tieown for a pchor chfi
the rutin plantationis. Scao arc otik sro thit pruct'inC btweetnd rowv s for
uwimtxalfr e th arrof, Atsr naremaf iont u~anovp tine rowin-,i not fovsibn.

The~ a cnlsoisthat ite is nsot fai bleo tof M-4i se ofo this oallr.timber

pro1t . Thet the ointaos on thu Mm8Ss'bW raiinforeen witanhowre chabin

prio to sch y's eporat~ion,,

a* That two 30 ininutoo rmiintan.%nce stops be made e-oh nool'WA1
worki~ng days

de Thiut OloviovsD PIftleop and roinforoing oobles ba chiocked
oft.n, f., wjAr anid tAr.

*.1 Th,%t tho day' s cloaring bto ci~rofully pre-pannadj, %ntv that
trsik z. nder. %rne. Oriv-rs ba thoroughly briofod prior to starting the
operatiton, This should 1.naludo A fly over when possible.

f, Thit extra lengths of reSinforoqmwnt o~blv be tr~kan each ce~y to
ropl~m, any thit rny wc~r out.

brec :. That a lfnuie'k-roleasoll dodose for thv roinforaing aablo bo
ampl - iThis conoint; t two clavo-joe att'~chol through tho tow-hookc

oo~lti ntowue of tha operation ftgvosts th~t it marits srpiciel attantior -M
thtIt should bes given a'nsetul anonseor-4tit-ne

I~gi Rafting Operation,
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DI SION: On 10 Juno 1967, Co E, 65th Zngr Bn, was tasked to provide
briciing in support of Oper-%tion BARKI?, SANDS# in tho vicinity of XT56W325,
The mission calle for the usO of the 15 men assault boats, an alinumfoot bridge, LTR# and a Class 60 H4T6 raft. Tho crossing site was relative-
ly inaccessible to wheol vehicles P.

1 engineer equip-ent, other than dozera",
due to the absence of roads and steep bank approaches. It was decided there-
for, that all bridging eeuipnent be airtransportod to the crossing sits with
the oxcaption of tho assault boats and foot bridge. They were transported
by vdhiclos as close to the sits as possible and then hand-carried the rest
of the way. This dono in order to achieve the elument of surprise and se-
cure a crossing site. Airtrr~nsporting (by CH-47) the LTR, the 271 bridge
eruction boats, and preassumbled M4T6 flonte was a novel methoe. of transport-
ing this wuipment for the 65th Engr Bn within th6 25th Inf' Div Operational
area. The equipment was a groat success with minimu. of time ann' without any
difficulties. The oper'tion was a great success ane. it provided valuable
inforrntion and experience for similar future operations.

8S;V .TIONs As a result of this operation the following technioues were
adopteds

a, Bridging and rafting support can be provided to any crossing
site reruired by tactical units by transporting oruipment with CH-47s.
Rafting support can be proviced and extracted with a matter of a few hours.
This is highly important where the tactical situation cills for a ouick
crossing or emergancy extraction.

b. The M4T6 Float Bridge can be airtransparted in preaeumbLed
packages. This is particularly important sincu it oliminAtee the nood for
bridge trucks ind oranos at tha crossing site, It roluasoe this eouipmont
for othur missions.

a. Tho aluminum corduroy troadw-y was utilitd for the first time
and it provo.' to bo av =r valuAble pieoc of imuipmunt, It was used on the
tar shore approah which was marshy an. ituddys. This troaway provided enough
stability to arson tanks and even an AMLB. Without it, oxtensive till and
anuipmant wrrk woeii hMvo buam rueuirod.

d. Due to the trmwnous rotor downwash created by the CH-47p it
was found necoessry to eocurn all pont ne ane floats in ordor to prevent
oaa•iitnj or drifting of this utuipment. Ono LTR half ponton was capsized
and sunk as a result of rotcor.

n, This operation also pointod out the import-nee of prearrean-.n$

n nd briefing o persconnel anplaoing tho enuipment mnd the pilots tronop t L,itt, It is renevy-tdse, thrt in futuro opurrition liaimem veiats be made
ongin~or wilts nn•l 4vimttan p•rmons•.l tn mko suruO that thei b-Iet prose ,s

are used and %ny problos %rim O trNightInA out prLcr to the operation,

•Ii Phu Cuong l¢Jver Crossing,.
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Si DISCU3S8IONt The mission at the Fhu Cuong River Crossing calldd for two

oech five float reinforced rafts, two each LTRs, soven 271 bricge erection
boats, end a complete 38' cry span. All tho equipmont ane parsomnel re-
quired to accomplish the rmisg.ion wore airtr.nhported in forty three CH-47
(Chinook) sorties. The whole oporation was complotod within eight hours and
the construction of tha rafts completed within the same day.

S VATIC s The following are some of the problems areas and lessonslearned during the operation:

a. One of the M4T6 floats, was capsized as it was set down by the
Chinook. Several bridge components were lost as a result. This can be
avoided in future operations by instructing the pilots to hover over the
landing zone for a short period of time in order to decrease the oscillation
of the float and then gently place it in the water. Also, all component
purts placed in the float should be adeou-tely secured to tho float, during
transportation.

b. The far shore pier was not adenuate nor sufficiently ctrong to
acocamodfte high class vehicles or wide loads. To ovdrcome this problem, a
381 4" dry span was constructed on top cf the existing and all efforts ware
made to locate the load beoring stiffeners over the structurely sound piles.
A tapered balk ramp was also used to connect the pier to the shore. This
arrangemont proveod very satisfactory end all vehicles were crossed 'wthoutany dif ficulty.

O. Anothen, problem area noted during the operation was that the
pontons had a tendency to shift off center from the Wodlw panels, After
a closer inspection and obsorvativro, it was deterrinid that this was causod
during airlifting. This proble was solved by tightening the strapi Zrco
the pontons to the cunter bows as t-ight as possible bofore airlifting.
Alsop retAiner lugs to the saddle adaptors should be cheoked to make sure
that they are secured in place -.n safety pinned.

d. One of the nnjor problms during the operation ooourred whom
an X4T6 float was droppe (Wuring %irlift back to CU ChlI. Upon, roccveryp the
float was f-un. to be beyond, rjp!ir. During inva4tirtion, it was found
that the retainer lurs had ft.ilae in bending thus causing the floeat to drop.
This oun be attributd to the faot that the total load of thu float and tho
riotcr downwah of the airo,..ft wvr4 eupp-rtee by Lho rotainyr lugs. Thip
problyu hMe been .liminatod by slin•ing the floats eifforently. The slings
will be pissed an thi knotohod portion of the oenter bem= whara it connects
with the boon ottonuion. This will elimintitu th. streos oonuentration 4%
thw r~tst-or lugss

a. it h•s bivw proven by this operation thst wall tiver o:..,•ins
operatiend owi be totally oupportad by fill' OCapany tOust role•tuna line
omp ,nios to pvrtom utha' maisi•,ns,

to This typo of an opuration lnoruases thv oavbt11ty of the bridgi
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company and adds to the support cf the Division. It cen be used in
relatively inaccessible areas and it eliminates tha need for ungine.Jr
equipment to emplace the rafts.

IT.I: Two Fixed Spans (381 4") Supported by a Trestle at Miespan.
DISCUSSION: The mission callod. for two complete 381 41" dry spine and a

50 ton trestle for midspan support. This was a4n emergency mission and had
to be completed within the shortest period in order to open the MSR to
SOUl DA. All required personnel and eruipaent wore airlifted to the site.
Dry spans and trestle were emplaced by Chiiook with very few problems.

0PVATIONs When the bridge was assembled it was possible to span a
larger span than is possible to span with stindard spans. The classification
of the bridge, however, was reduced to Class 30. Classification can be
increased by providing additional trestles and diagonal cross bracing. This
technique provides emergency aupp, -rt for MSR repairs and can be accomplished
within a short period of tine.

ITS: hnpldyment of J Ton Truck-Mounted Searchlights.

DISCUSSIONt The emplcy•ant of searchlights in support of perimeter defense
is nw tomny artillery units.

O PJIVATIONs Searchlights should be accurately located and laid for
diection. To illuminate a given are& an azimuth should be given to the
searchlight*. When the searchlight detects a target the azimuth and esti-
mated range am be reported. Sercohlights should be collocated cr have
direct ocanuiumations with the automatic weapons on the perimeter co that
rapid fire can be brought to bear on the target. Lights should hava alter-
nate position %nd be repositioned nightly.

(3) Training and Organization.

fl=1 Search Teohrliques: There is a definite lack of knowludge in con-
ducting a peoarch of villages.

Mh Eaoh infantry squad should be orginizod so that each membar haia pat~clarjob to pr~fsr when searching a house,

be i oouse of their first hand knowlerge of Vietnamese villiSe life,
The ideal training area would be a vacatod house in a paciflod or secured

=I Weapons tmiliarisation.

MgM I§ IIt ws found that n•uy arriving pireonnal wore in most cases
uwith the various weapons organic to an Azuored Cvalry Trcopp

C0
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.i •specially the M16 rifle ,n(' thv crow servc1 wuapons. This rusulted in
unnucessary malfuncticns cf weaprns bicause of inar'auratc maintunance.
There also were instances of personnul being injured by Cal 50 MGs cdud to
the fact that personnel wore in-deouately trained in care ane' cleaning and
assembly and disassembly (f crew served weal:ons.

OBSERVATION: Institution cf a training program at plit.Cn level in which
all personnel were given instructions cn all weapons organic to the platoon
resulted in a substantial docrease in malfuncticning of wapcns. Injuries
duo to improper assembly of, or inadeou-,to maintenance of weapcns have also
ceased.

ITEM': Reorga•nization of Aero-Riflos anc' LRRP.

DISCUSSION: Due to the deactivation of the Long Rango Reconnaissance Patrol
(LRRP) as a separate unit of the Division Cavalry Squadron there is a need
for personnel trained. for the typo mnssicns previously performed by theLRRP.

OBS&,RVATION: Personnel assigned to the Aero-Rifle Platcon of D Troop, 3d
Squadron, 4th Cavalry will receive training to enable them to perform URRP
missions.

ITEM: Training and use of Light Scout Aircraft.

DISCUSSION: The Division Cavalry Squadron has been successful in employ-
ment of OH-23 armed with the M-2 Gun Kit when used in conjunction with
ground operations and give the grcund cormander valuable mens of collect-
ing intelligence on his area of operations. The Light Scout aircraft also
provides the cornander a means to assist hima in controlling movement of
his ground forces.

OBSERVATION: Aviators from D Troop, 3d Souaeron, 4th Cavalry were sent to
the lot Squdronn, 9th Cavalry to observe anployment technicues of the light
scrut helicopter and obtain aowledge cn training requiremants for use of the
OH-23 in a light scout role. The OH-23 Helicopters of D Troop hive been
armod with the MO Gun Kit, and aro presently being employed in a light Scout
role. The only problem encountared thus far is a lack of TOB, aerial obser-
vers and a lack of aviators trained in the technicuos of employment of light
aircraft.

IT_.: Training Radar Operators.

DISCUjSSION Thu Cavalry Squadron has bv.an hindwrod in employrunt c. its
organio radar eouipmnt because of a l'.xck of nualifioe. parsonnol.

O3SERVATIONi In ordur to overcone this ,'r.;blem, personnel from HQ., A&B
Troops are pesently undergoing training at TUk CU Spdai.l Forces Cap.
Under this program the parsonnel are getting practical training in the
employment .f thu AN/TFS 33H %ne. AN/PPS-4 Radar Sate.
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M: Centrol of Fires During Contact.

DISCUIO, VC initiated incidents in heavily wooded areas are generally
at close r.nge vid from spider holes or trwnch lines. In such incie.ents
fire must be returned but it must be controlled ane. be directed at the eney.
Indiseriminate firing hinders thu sitnation because it makes it more diffi-
cult to determine where the enem is located. Suppressive fire, when an-
ployed, must be placed on the ground and must be walked into tho enemy
position.

OBSmVATIONs Squad leaders must train their personnel in reaction to closecontact sitations. Personnel must be designated to observe for tha enemy

positions and employ aimed fire at identified or suspecte, positions.

Is: Supervision and control of personnel.

ISCUSSIONs Supervision and control of personnel is difficult because of
he nature of operations over wide areas or in areas of thick vegetation.

The problam is also increased by the fact that a large number of operations
require use of small units i.e., platocn or squad. Therefore the matters
of control and supervision must be designated to the lowest practical level.

OBSMVATION: Small unit leaders must continually be reminded of the impor-
tance of their duties. Ccnu.nders must train these leaders to a point of
proficiency that will permit mission a~complishnent with minimum supervision.

(4) Intelligence,.

ITE(: Use of Pblariod Camera for Aerial Photographs.

DISCUSSION: Because of the usefu2ness of aerial photos and the need for
th'a on short notice, use of the polaroid camera is ideal. These photos
can greatly aid unit and patrol leaders in accomplishing the mission by
providing up-to-the-minute coverage. The user can choose the specific area
of desired coverage and can obtain any number of photos desired.

2OMVATIONs Companies/Sections should request coverage telephonically from
the Battalion S2. When the phutos ,tre no longer renuired by the unit they
should be returned to the S2 for filing for possible future requiremants.

ITW. KEDAP Used to Obtain Information.

DL M z The use of Madical Civic Action Programs (MEDCAP) is good
means of mldkng contact and provides an exellent moans of obtaining enamy
information. A unit recently exploited this in the following manner: A VN
individual appeared at a Bn perimeter seeking medical attention for an
alleged injury. He actually hae. infor.•ation concerning AT mine locations.
The unit was able to dress him in fatigues and fly him over the area where
he successfully located the mines by dropping flour saoks near them. Then
thq returned him to the base camp n bandaged his fake leg injury prior
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3. •' to releasing him 20 minutes from tho time he arrived. His idlentity was
safe guarded and the mlines located.

OBSJRVATION: Be aware of all benefits Available to a unit through the use
of RMPS and exploit completely through hand Oisseaination of weapon re-
ward leaflets and national safo conduct passes.

ITEN: Necessity to furnish Hoi Chanhs with a Certificate for weapons turned
=at time of rallying.

DISCUSSIONs ARVN authorities have reouested the assistance of US units in
assuring that Hoi Chanhs are given credit fcr weapons turned in at the time
of rallying. Rewards are paid by local Chiou Hoi Cadre for weapons turned
in, but the absence of a certificate by the unit to which the individual
rallied makes payment impossible.

OBSEVATION: Units receiving ralliers with weapons should furnish a certi-
ficate with the rallier when he is brought to Division. Units should not
pay a Hoi Chanh in the field for his weapon turned in at timu of rallying.
This does not preclude payment to the Hoi Chanh for information leading to
location of arms and material caches.

ITEM: Use of the same. interrogator while exploiting a Sb oe builds confi-
dence of Source for the interrogator.

DISCUSSION: Continued use of the same interrogator whilv exploiting a PW
freouently results in the establishment of rapport betwea the interrogator
and the source, "tich leads to more complete c€operation of lurce. Many
examples can be found where a source was "won over" by the interrogator and
readily volunteered information of intelligence value which might otherwise
have been withheld,

OBS12VATION: Within operational limitations make maximum use of the rapport
established by familiarity of source and interrogator.

ITEK: Interrogation of Returnees.

DISCUSSION: Interrogation of Returnees revels that their willingness to
cooperate with intelligence personnel an(! lead US Forces to the Viet Cong
Troop locations and caches decreases as he is exposed to the reeducation
techniclues and the security of a GVN "Chiou Hoi" Center. As he feels more
secure, the Returnee is less willing to take the risks involved in leading
US Forces to the Viet Cong locations and caches.

OBS0 VATIONs Exploit intelligence gained frnm tho interrogation of a Re-

turnee as soon as possible.

IT=4: Analysis of Charts and, Maps.

DISCUSSION: PNet experience has shown that a detailed analysis of saptured
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charts d a-8e-revosi-much information of intelligence value. All too
often a rapid soanning of a document fails tv '*iscloso any data of signi-
ficance. In order to fully exploit capturwl' charts cr maps, vovry portion
of the nap must be studied vtx analysud with great caree, Partially erased
lines# rotations ,rnd trail traces may not be deteoted at first glance. In-
dentations in the paper or acetate# which have boon ciused by the pressure
of a pen or pencil, are difficult to detect. A method found to be useful
in detecting these indentation is the slant light technicue. In this tech-
nique, the personel examining the map holds a flashlight or same other light
source at an angle of approximately 15 degrees to the surfsoe of the map
or acetate covering. The light strikes tha surf,%e of the map in such a
aannor as to causp a shadow to be formed in the slietht indentations A
grease pencil is then used to highlight tha shadow area. Charts and maps
captured in recent months confirm that VC oadrxe are often careless in their
nap security. Every effort should be made to capitalize on this VC weakness.

OBSMAV,\•t (1) All captured nmaps an. charts should be carefully scroened
and aalyzed t.-MMU0-1hat this source of intelligence informition does notgo unexited.

(2) The slant light teachnique can be a ta"ablo tool in dis-
covering information that would otherwise go undetected.

Ms: Perishability of Intelligance.

•DISC!MION The platoon leader of the Security I'latoon of a Viet Cong Mili-
tary Regon Headquarters rallied to a district office of the governm•nt of
Viet Nan one morning at approxLmatesy 0700 hours. He was inturviewod at that
location all that day. The next days Military Intelligence personnel of the
25th Infanty7 Division were notified that ho had rallied and arrangumunts
were made to have him brought to the Base Camp Friendship House at that time.
During his interview at the base camps it was determined that he us willing
to lead US Troops to the headquarters which he had been guarding. A plan
wae dramn and the next morning# the Hoi Chanh led the troops to the head-
quarterse however, the only things remaining were the building of the head-
quarters, which were destrcyed.

U tVA a It even as little as forty-eight hours elapo after the Viet
Cons havi reason to believe that an important cadre has rallied to the
governments they have time to minfrise the value of awy infomition he nmy
furnish.

(5) Logistics.

1T1 Class V Stoockage Loyola at TAY NINH.

DISCUSSIONt The eivisionts position has ba.n that Class V stocknge levels
st the lt Log Comd Class V ASP at TAY NINH have been e o asive for several
months. Stockage objectives oecuodee. awn rualietio antici ted usa
factors. The large amounts of Class V unnecessarily produ ed a siulfcant
targets
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OSSERVTION: Th'?'evision position was st.itod c.uring briifir~s to CG

"," ,/ IIFF-UC±V7 inc! Deputy CGs US',RV. Result was the r•.uction of stricklge ob-
-Joctives by a•rapro tely 40%.

T: Resupply of porward Units.

OBSMgVTIOpN Resupply by CH-47 continues tc be the most profitable memns
of resupply. This is pirticularly true with perishable f, od items required
for iuuediat. connsption, Ice is transported exteMralY and easily de-
livered to individual campd1y locations. Other items can then be carried
internally without the possibility of spoilage by the melting of ice.

ITM: Aircraft Refueling Point.

3BE gA j: The capability for refueling would be hiehly advantageous ateiMm'eraanent Fire Surport and Patrol Bxseso This would be used primarilyfor C&C airoraft during combat operatirns to cut eown on turn-around time
to distant refueling points (i.e., CU CHI#, MVU TIG).e

ITD_: Brake Lning and Components.

DISCUSSION: Brake. are being worn at a hi&h rate, This is basically due to
the extreme mud conditions and the high abrasive action of sind and laterite,
Drake drums have also beon reperted packed with dirt whiih makes, -mochanim
impossible to operate.

0BSIRVATTON: Brake linings and components are seoasonal items in RVN and the
stoolkge objectives should be programed'before the rainy season. Orn-
aetions who progrmed'to Pull wheels and clear brake componens 2~r encea uch lower deadline rate thin units who morely performed routine mainte-
none* service,

rrM1 Time dhange Components.

DISCUSSIONs ometim- chnge components are not on hand in supply channelsand have to be requisitioned as an 02 priority to prevent excespive down time.

OBSERVATIN: That organi•ations forecast these requi•rments at leant 130fl hours prior to expected component time change to insure that the
components are available when needed.

U-34t N16 Rifle.

DM LS§ g The M16 Rifle has been the subject of concern by cammaders ofunits eaulpped with this weapon. The problem stems from inadequate operatorMaintenances Due to the construction of the weapon and its tolerances, a
build up of carbon in the chamber plus wear cn the extractor results in w-traction difficulties. Dirty a= unition ane. chnbere causes ruptured cart.-
ridges.
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OW'-•VATjON: laphasis has boon pl'i.cur on prcpor clea-ning .Mn' lubrication
procedures. Small arms spocialists ca n~!ucter4 training classes %ncl presented
proper operators maintenance technioues to organizational personnel. The
receipt of a(!ritional bore ind chamber brushes has helped to reduce tho
problem.

ITEM: 10KW Generitor.

DISCUSSION: Considerable difficulty has been experienced due to premature
engine failure on the 10KW generators, FSN 2805-872-5972. This engine
operates at a high rate of speed mne has a high oil consumption rate. It
the oil level gets too low, the engine will either throw a rod or burn out
a bearing.

OBSUWVATIONi Particular emphasis should be placed on changing of oil and
filters to include adequate lubrication. Organizational maintenance person-
nel and operators must check :1l level every four (4) hours of oporation.

IT_.14: Underwcod Typewriters.

DISCUSSION: Underwcod Typewriters, the standard model, are being turned
in to field maintenance at an alarming rate. Basic reason for repair is
due to slow reaction of the keys ar numerous carriage problems. Inspection
of these typewriters when turned in revertls that they are wet, dirty and
rusty. Top covers are missing.

OBSERVATION: Emphasis has been placed on all using units on proper cleaning
and lubricating procedures. In addition, all typewriters leaving the repair
shop will have a decal~fixed to the body at a noticeable location stating
"Cover typewriter whmn not in useg

IT_4: Efficient Aerial Resupply.

DISCUSSION: During the past quarters the Division Cavalry Squadron has
participated in several missions. One such missicn resulted in an expedient
means of resupply which previously was not employed. The A-22 cargo sling
bags were incorporated and used to the best advantage. Result from using
these containers were: Less man hours spent, in preparation of resupply,
less handling of resupjly itemsj increased flights in a minimum amount of
time, and less spoilage of fccd stuffs due to insulating capability of the
cargo bag.

OBSLRV,iTION: The method of resupply is far superior to methods previousl4
used,

ITEM: Container for 105mm Beehive Ammunition.

DISCUSSION: Beehive arwiunition is normally kept on hand in firing positions
for extended periods of time. Because it is packed in the conventional
fiber and woOden box, proL nged exposure to the weather and frequont handling
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/ ~caused by battory noves oftan results in the fiber continers bece g

unserviceable, provieing no protection to the round. Fibers from other
105n w•riunition c.an not be used because cf the grotor lwngth of the
beehive round. To overcome this# a riutal container has been construoted
from two (2) 105nu Jungle packs. The complete round and fiber are placed
inside the cont%iner with the top portion of the fiber removed for easy
access to thi projoctile. If the beehive fiber is unserviceable# a reft-
lar HE fiber can be usod. The metal ring nut on the metal container cap
must bo oiled frequently to prevent rusting.

OBS-48VWTIONs The container has proven to be satisfactory. It provides
an air tight sturdy container in which the round can be maintained for
an indefinite perice of timo without boinr damagud.

ITE2: Necessity fcr skilled carpenters for construction of bunkers an.
modern buildings.

DISCUSSIONt .'he need for an enormous amount of bunker construction forartilLery units and the need to build mass halls and living quarters in
base camp position reouire that the unit must have skilled carpenters.

OBSERVTION: It is imperative that all units deploying to Vietnam screen
personnel to deteraino those with specific skills and also to place in-
creased emphasis on field fortification when outlining trn.ining programs.
Classes on field fortiflcxtions should have a maximum omount of practical
arr~lication.

ITE4: Scarcity of R0-292 Antennas.

DISCSSOO•: The antenna RC-292 is used extensively in the theater with
the AN/VRC-12 series of FM radio to incrase the relatively decrer.sed trans-
mission range caused by atmospheric con0'itions. Most units are not autho-
rized a sufficient amount of these antennas to operate simutaneously in
field and fixed locaticns as is required in RVN.

OBSVATION: Units should insure that authorizations are increased by use

of MTOE prier to deploymant.

IT__4: Medication Deterioration.

DISCUSSION: Coated and uncoated tablets deteriorate rapidly in humid tropi-

cal climate unless they are stored in air tipht eontainers.

OBSERVATION: Madications should be stored and dispensed in glass or
plastic containers.

ITEM: Storage of military and parsonnal clothing and equipment on die-
rp-•laent from bmse camp.

DISCUSSION: Movement orders are often given on short rotice and weight
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limitations art neoese-nry in oc'4r to rack ull the roouiroO ocmbat eouipment
in acooreanoe wdth the avdlable trnsportaticn° As a result, n.iny itoms
of both mtlitarty nn personal ewuipment Are left in b-se caMp. This bacomus
a problem if the enuipmant is not pruparly secur•ae~ as (thor units often
occupy tamporarily vacated base o-ip positiens.

OBSMV•-tTION: Pandy foct lockers can be constructod from the 10•m amwu-
nition boxes by removing the top from one box in( the bottom from %ncther
an= then nailing tho boxes together. The boxes can then be locked with
inexpensive looks purchased from the PX and stored in conex containors by
saction.

ITj: Ear Infection.

DISCUSSION: A prominent problem among personnel in RVN, es;ecially aviators,
is infection in the ear canal. This is attributablo to allowing non-potable
shower water to got into the ears. Also, perspiration may accumulate inside
the earphones of the flight helmet and drain intc the ear.

QztLTI : O Ms ko a bonsolous offort to. koq ncn-potb3l•oWwter out of ears.
eleane"Sr5 oftan with Q-Tipe inc alcohol. Use aylon net covers over the
earphones in the flight helmet and clean those regularly. Report to a medi.-
cal facility at firbt-signs of pain, itching or discharge from ears.

ITEM4: Rashes on Body.

DISCUSSION: Many people ignore rashes on various areas of the body and
consider them insignificant. In the humid climate of Vietnam, there is a
likelihood of developing fungal rashes, which can be complicated if not
treated early*

OBSEVkTION: When any rash appears on your body, go to a medical facility
at once. The use of powder in underwear anr socks helps to control rashes.
Rashes will not usually disappear without treatment.

ITEM: Tail Boom Attaching Point (Helicopter UH1C and D).

DISCUSSION AND OBSWVATION: During this quarter over fifty percent of our
aircraft have bean found to have loose high shear rivets in the tail boom
attaching point. For easiar inspection by the pilots and crew, the above
mentioned area has been cleaned and painted white. Much emphasis has been
placed on this area in the daily and flight readiness inspestion.

IITE_: 900 Gear Box Attaching Point.,

DISCUSSION AND OBSVWATION: During this quarter over fifty percent of our
aircraft have been found to have loose rivets and skin cracks at aniaround
the 900 gear box attaching joint. The above mentioned area has also been
cleaned and pFinted white for easier inspection by the pilot and crew.
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='I s PUling tf Rivets on the V~rtical Fin.

ISCUMOkL During norm.l opor'donsp rivets at thu trailing ergo of the
vrtfical tin have been fcuna to bo loose %ndp in some cases, missing,

OBS3HVXTIONt The rivots at the trailing edgo c-f the vertical fin should
be closely chocked during daily inspect-iens an•• each rivet shuld be chocked
individually.

IMs Premature 540 Boaring Failures.

DIS &SS During the preceding ouartor it was founre that numorous bear-
ho ut the 540 Rotor System were failing prumnaturely because of

insufficient lubrication*

OBQSRV\ATION: The bear nege of the 540 Rotor System should be lubricated it
least every five flying hours or whenever the helicopters havu bean operat-
ing in extremely dusty coneitionso

ITB24 Lubrication of Vehicles*

DISCUSSION: The rainy season has rrovcn again that mud and. sand can destroy
bearings, both roller and neodle* It will enter the bearings in one or two
days, either %round tho seals or forced thru the fitting when it is not
cleaned prior to being lubricated*

ODMVATION, When adverse conditions exist vehicles should be lubricated
more often, fittings should be cleaned prior t- lubing, and all of the old
grease should be forced out to rid the bonring of dirt.

ITEm Main Rotor Damper Push-Pull Tubos.

DISCUSSION AND OBSRVWTION: Lubrioation recufir.nnts for rain ]otor damper
push-pull tubes in TM 55-1520-210-20 call for lubricating every twenty-five
hours. Because cf edisting conditicns these tubes must be lubricated daily
to insure a minimwn wear and a life of one hunc'red hours or more. Due to
the rapid wear of the damper tubes, they have fallen into the category of
"Hard to get IteneV

ITEMs Starter-Generator Cooling Fan.

DISCUSSION AND OB VATION" This unit has had three starter-generator
cooTWn fans fall during this o.uarter. Due to metal from worn. beaurings

contaminating engine oil system all three engines had to be replaced. It
has become the policy of this comMaznd to remove the above mentioned iten
during periodic inspection for detailJ. inspection.

(6) Civic Action an,[ PSYOPS.

IT.M: News Media.
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6 A The establisoaent of a local nwepaor in tho hamlet of CAO
Mvp Muln HNH Distriot has bu•m highly effective in disemilnating news

itemsa, sproultral tips and OVN-US polioc. This palor is written by the
hamlet otfioia.v and published by US resouroos.

1l8 Food and il*ge Supplement*

21L4!,XLii' An experimeut is proaently buing c•nductod in the KHI( HkNH
Metrloti- supplement the food and wages of tho local civilian population.
This is being accomplished by the establis]hwont of a rabbit fau and fish
hatqhery, It these pilot toots succeed, other frmns and hatcheries will be
Initiated*

ITUs Civic Programes need a Secur9 area frorm which to Exincd.

V0M sA consistency of effort with primary emphasis on h~mulet
early etaj;es on oivic action is imporative,

W i tIM When security requiremets havo been met, further more sophis-
ticatd projects can be coiucted with maxim= success.

IT~s Civic Action in Now Area.

~ICUSIOis To be successful in an area that has not had civic action pro.-
Jeot av• nae coordination with appropriate GVN offioials is a must. Ad-
vanoe planning is required to overoce the support and logistical problems
resulting frem increased distinces anl oomunications difficulties.

2Ut.VA.Ws There is no substitute for extensive prior planning and mawd.-
sum coordination with local GVN officials to insure their cooperation.

ITUE: Areas where /KEDAPS are held on an irregular, infrequent basis&

MSCUSMONt Poor or partial success h%s been shown to MDfCAFS where thq
are only able to be hold Pn an infrequent basis. kdvince advertisement is
necessary to spl.ort of MM CAP activities.

OMB- WTIN:t The use of VIS to advertise benefits has increased the partici-
pation an. a more active response of the people has relited.

LTlUt Use of VN Wives for Civic Action Projects.

DISCUSSIONs VN mlitar wives can, if properly encouraged and guided, be
interested and useful in helping others thus bringing prestige to their

husbands units. A few material resources provied by a US element and on-
thusiaem on the part of US can get a prgrm off to a good. start. The VN
wmnen obviously get a great deal of satisfaction out of being a part of an
organized service project.
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ot Don't cverlook the resourcoe %vailable in the wives And

d cal VN military unit.. The needed r,%Mort with the
people is readily available tlwu this oh-.nnel.

jT•t Self Holp Vrowam.

DISCUSSION, In many aseso, VN 1. ooplo sh, w littlu interest or dusiro to
better themselves and parform rvhysical Inbor only when they receive
nuui~es, materi-l *ad eaulypent. from US Frrooe. Somo have the attitudo
that the US Forooe should not only suiply them, but alec do the physical
labor to complete the project.

OLSEVATION: Use of US personnel to do physical labor must be kept to
a minimum. GVN officials and energetic S-5's are the kq to develcping
anc! maintaining the pocple's sul.port.

Ij.. Psyop loudepoaker usage more effwotive against VC and WA units.

P U Many Hoi Chanh hve indioated that they were made aware of
the Chiiu Hol. program by loue~s oaker broadcasts even though the area had
been subjected to numerous loeflet cdro;s. It is further indicated in the
VC main forces the NVA cadre W loaders tcok great precautions to yolioe
up leaflets and destroy them, %nd issued instructions to the soldiers to
not read the leaflets.

OBSEV.\TIONs Use of loudspeaker arpels is racot effective againat Imown
hand core VC or NVA units and should be used extensively when inrelligence
indicates presence of this type unit.

ITEt Frequent personal contaot should be maintained between unit CA
personnel and local GVN authorities in the unit's area of CA respcnsibility.

DISCUSSION, Due to cdistanoos between base camps end outlying hamlets
the degree of road "insecurity" mnd lack of lane. line communications,
direct liaison with Vietnamese officials at district and lowor levels is
often difficult to accomplish with the frequency deeired. A m•jor
determent is the requirement for security in areas l&cking 100% GVN
control. The security requirement also daters, to a certain degree, from
the unit's current tactical mission strength.

.OSERVATION: Maintenance cf frequent pirsonal contact is best accomplished
by recognizing the necessity of it and by allowing S-5 rorsonnel greater
freedom of movtment than would normally be 1prmitted.

=IZ Local FF units should be employed for centrol •urcses to the 0- •mln
extent consistent with the security considerations during the conduct •
M=DCP.

DISCUSSION: During conduct of )EDCPs, a recurring Ircblem is control cf
civilians, particularly children, whcse enthusiasm And numbers often
hamper effectiveness of the surgeon And medic team. US personnel are
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often 1limied In number ,ne do not @peak Vietnamose. It local pp are aval-
able* their use for asntrol purposee livae US Persnnel free to oonduct the
N)WPCAP and Sivas the PF an active role in the operation# thus enhancing
their Image in the eyes of the poople. The principle cf mutual support is
strengthaned by US Forces wie. PP worklng together. It should be noted# how-
ever, that outpost socurity is not to be capromisod in favor of control re-
quirmmnts.

0 Use of local PP for t ..iP control purroseep a&aee from the
obvious benefits proeuces second.u. benefits consistent with OVN-US policy
and procedure.

IT~ft Main Supply Rtoute (MSR) Security misuion and. ocnvoy escort involve a
oiviinn traffic control problm. P31SOPS can be easily and effectively in-
tegatod into the measures taken to raeuco this particular problem.

130 jONj In adeition to distribution of chooki-point leaflets wad civilian
traficoontrol regulation.# a "letter" typo loaflet whih eqxresses decreased
acoidnt rate and concern for the safety of children servos the dual parpose
of regulatury device and 4 FSTMP vehicle. The "letter" amphasize. the pa-
sonal concern a unit his for civilin, affected by havy military traffic
and solicits ccoperation that is accepted more readily than regulatory

Z stars or leaflets, Un~it identification in the lettor adds to the oredibil-t7 of personal concern.

OQWVI•QNi Units using this "letter" foa•a of leaflet, are actively oc1-
ductin PSTOr•S in the accomplishment of a primary civilian traffic control
problo.

ITD(: Evacuation of Civilian Remains.

DISCUSSION: A continual problem are during this reporting period was the
evacu~tion of civilian remains. Civilianes withi n the tactical area of •in-
terests are often brought to US Medical facilities within base camps for
medical care if the seriousness of the case so warrants. If the individual
expires while in a US base camp hospital; the reouirement exists to evacuste
the remsins. Destinations vary in each case. Security reAuirements var e
with the destinationp the route to the destination an. the time of a7y (move-
ment is naturally restricted at night)* Doctrinally, responsibilities for
evacuation of civilian remainsn are vague.

OB&'vVATION: A proodure has been implemented by whioh civilian remains are
evacuated by the division' s orgwio medicl battalion, using the most ex-
peditious ieans of transportation a&, the means of transportation deeme"
most appropriate based on the destination of the remains.

b. Recwnundations,

(1) Command emphasis at all levels must be given to regular
vehicular naintenance. This also applies to proper maintenoane and aocount-
ability of organic weapons, tools, and squipmpnt. Squad l•aders must insure
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that each day, in the field, th% drivers Pwform proper before ane. after
operation @boekepmid correat or roport all defialencies. Companies must
also be periodically rotated to bnoo amr fox a thorough battalion level
Teohnical Inspection, Inwntory, Maintanance %nd Trnining Progrea.

(2) The VO have developed a very offbotive method of attacking
mechannzed units in a hasty fprimeter at night. The close in firing of RFBs
under the cover of autouatie weapons, and mortars con amuse consi•erablo
casualties among both personnel and vehiseles, Proper positioning ant' cawo-
flAge of traoks and ground mounted weapons, when couplod with good fighting
and sleeping holes, plus employment of other basic defensive measures (trip
flares, ocncertina wire, olawores LPo/OPop eta*) will significintly rectao
our casualtios and inorease the price the enemy must pay. Frequent change
of positions and patterns of estAblishing defensive perimeters iro also
effective ounter*, Tactics must be developed for establishinS defensible
positions in the windr•m. of trees knocked doa by Rome Plows and in the lose
dense rabber or wooded %rea. Conuon sensej, iagination, employment of all
available resourcees hard work, ane continuous c=iand supearvision will
defeat this current VC tactic*

(3) On the other hand it is possible for units to become too
defensive minded. To properly dig in and fortify a position that will be
employed only one or two nights takes an inordinate amount of time and offort
that might bettor be used for offensive operations. This handicap con be
overcome or mitigatw in several waye.s

a. Establishment, over a period of timep of a nmwber of
temporary base areas in a given AO, Those con then be reocoupied, on a
random basis# with a minimum amount of time required to chock for mines#
booby trap., VC alming stakes, eta. 1kch time such a position vas used the
fighting/sleeping holes would be Improved and alternate positions prepared.

b. Preparation of a strong position and "invite" the VC
to attack, This concept is based on the fact that it is easier for the VC
to find us than vice versa. Suoh a position should have at least a triple
concertina wire around the perimeter; an, it at all possible the APCs should
be dug in to gun defilade level by bulldoeers. Effective warning syetem,
fire plans and counter attack plans by properly looatad reaction forces ore
essential ingredients of this tactic.

a. Movenzent of the entire unit after dusk for several
hundred or more meters. Although the VC will hear traoks moving "t is diffi-
cult to pinpoint the exact rnge ane azimuth of movanant. This tactic will
hinder the VWle jenchant for thorough reconnaissance and. minute planning.
The new position may be secured beforehmnd by a stay behind patrol. Proper
security must be token during the displacment to preclude an ambush. A hasty
defense should be set up in new ;ositions to include a single strand of con-
certina, trip flares, layriores, me a combination fighting/sleeping prone
shelters dug; scme of them may be provided overhead cover by the APC itself.
No more than one man should bo in an AFC at any one time.
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W4J .all fruits and vagetables must be inspected b Class

I NIT17 porsonnel ane the assigned Vet4inarian.

(5) The Loe crewm ismos frcm SAIGON shculd continus so
that ispaac to uilts can be made in accordance with the "A" rttion cyclic
smeu. Theue was a higher bacteria count in the Formont Ice Cream, however,
*me in- rovwm t has been made during the nuarter.

(6) Continued close monitoring of the unit's pmriic~o
logistics report togethwr with liaison in &-IGON is ossential in lbiitinM
critical shortages.

FOM TH11 COK-NDER:

4 Appendices Incle // JASfl J. WILSON
1. Task OgAntsition / Colonelp GS
2. WXLs 125th Sig Bn~ Chief of Stafr
3. COUA1 AKRM
4. Pictures

Combat Operations After Action Reorcts (COk.R) of the operations
campletee during the reporting period have already been forwarded under

separate cover.

DIS•1IBUTION:

1-\CSFOR, DA (Thru 0G, IIFFORCEV and OG, USIRV)
2-ACSFOR, DI (Thru 0O, IIFPhRCEV)
2-CC, USUXAC, ATTN: GIOF-MHr3-GO, US:UtV, ATTN: .V1VC-DH
1-00, US Army Inr 3Bh, Ft Benningj Ga.
1-0X, US Arm Armor Sch, Ft Knox, Ka.
1-0, US Army Human Rsch Unit, Ft Banning, Ga.
1-OG, USAAMS, Ft Sill, Okla.
1-00, CWP, Ft Leavenworth, Kan.
1-US Military Academy, nest 1-oint, NY 10996

ATTN: Librarian
,LUS: Special 30 copies
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AVUOMI (19 Avg 67) 1st Iad
8UDUOT Operstiomal Report..- Lusoms Tarnms 25th Infantry Divishias

.31 Juv1 1967 M03 OaWu-,5) (uWDlk, HQ II PFMCUW3, APO So Tamoisoo 962"6 2 6 AUG 1967

TIBt CamandW Generals UU O, AThM AVHOODI,, AM0 96375

Onmader iz Chief., US Army Pacifio, ATTIl MIOP-MH, APO 96550

TOt Aesistant •hief of Staff for Fore Developmentp Dept of the Army,
Washingtou, D.C. 20310

1. Subjot report is forwaoded.

2. This headquarters coom'us ivdth the commnts and recummdaticss
i 'the zp.ort. No aotina is required by this headquarters.

FOR THE OC0 s

InaI
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AvHOC-DST (19 Aug 67) 2d Irid
SUBJECTi Operational Report-Lessons Learned for the Period Ending

31 July 1967 (RCS CSFOR-65) (U)

HEADQUARTERS, UNITED STATES AEY VIETrNA, APO San Francisco 96375 28 SEP 1967

TOt Commander in Chiefj, United States Army; Pacific, ATTN: GPOP-OT,
APO 96558

1. (U) This headquarters has reviewed the Operational Report-Lessons
Leeamd tor the riod ending 31 July 1967 from Headquarters# 25th Infantry
Division (WALXATTas indorsed.

2. (C) Pertinent comments follow:

a. Reference item concerning evacuation of civilian remains, page
62: Nonconcur with the observation since evacuation of remains by a medicalI
unit is contrary to medical doctrine. The II Field Force Surgeon's Office
has been contacted and is taking appropriate action.

b. Reference item concerning use of the Mortar Aerial Delivery
System (MADS), paragraph 2a (2), page 30: USARV LTR, subject: Mortar Aerial
Delivery System (MADS), dtd 4 Septedber 1966, authorized USARV Aviation Units
to fabricate and employ MADS at the discretion of the unit commander. This
authorization was derived from approval by DA, OACSFOR, without safety certi-
fication, for local fabrication and use in RVN. Although 0G, 25th Infantry
Division has deternined the system to be ineffective for use in his division,
the COG, let Cavalry Division (Airmobile) has recently completed an extensive
study, dtd 19 July 1967, in which he concludes that the system is effective
and recommends the study be forwarded to Combat Developments Command. The
1st Cavalry Division (Airmobile), in its study, arrived at means of overcom-
ing the factors which decrease the accuracy of the system, e.g., air speed,
altitude, moving targets, etc. The 1st Cavalry study on MADS is presently
being staffed at this headquarters.

c. Reference item concerning PSYOPS equipment, paragraph lJ (7) (b),
page 24. All multilith presses have been issued. The plate makers have been
shipped via surface transportation from Hawaii. Loudspeaker sets are arriv-
ing at the rate of 12 ver month. The 25th Infantry Division is scheduled to
receive three sets o/a 30 October 1967.

d. Reference item concerning effect of river tides upon search
operations, page 40: Concur with recommendation. The Naval Oceanographic
Office is presently compiling and analysing data to improve prediction of
tidal effects on rivers in South Vietnam. The most accurate information
currently available is contained in the Tide Tables for 1967 published by
CCKNAVFORV, APO 96214. Tables of expected arrival time of tides for Septem-
ber And October at four locations are in the process of being distributed.
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AV**-= (10 Aug 67) 2d Ind

ob (e)epenc6, oonu loncernbnefe ad lar oaintenanc poaragrap
" b (1), " 621 Concur,. Dal before anid af•ter operations chocks, and

periodi6 stand dowm for supply and maintenance should be held whenever
the tactical situation permits*

f. Reference item concerning vegetables, paragraph 4a Page 64.
Cour. Perishable subsistance is inspected by Class I Supply Pint
personnel. Item of a questionable quality are inspected bV a veteri-
narian who determines suitability for consumption.

3. (U) Unit will be notified of actions and cemento by routine in-
dorsoment which returns this report.

F•t THE CCMANDERt,

I In l

nc AM AG
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GPO0-Dr(19 Aug 67) 3d Ind (U)
SUBJICT: Operational Report for the OuargareX Period imdin; 31 July 1967

from HQ, 25th Int Div (UIC: WALKAT) (RCS CSFOR-65) (U)

HQA, US R•T, PACIFIC, APO San Francisco 96558 27 OCT 191

TOs Assistant Chief of Staff for Force Development, Department of the
Army, Washington, D. C. 20310

1. This headquarters has evaluatbd subject report and forwarding
indorsements and concurs in the report as indorsed.

2. Reference Part 1, page 12, paragraph 15, Air Conditioning:
a. The following communication assemblages have been

authorized air conditioning when deployed in Vietnam:

AN/GRC-26 AN/MRR-8 AN/TCC-61
AN/MCC-3 AN/MSC-29 AN/TRC-108
AN/MCC-6 AN/MSC-31 AN/TRC-109
AN/NCC-9 AN/MSC-19 AN/TRC-110
AN/MCC- 17 AN/MC- 32 AN/TRC- 117
AN/MRC-54 AN/MTC-1 SB/611
AN/XRC-69 AN/MTC-3 SB/675
ANI/RC-73 AN/MTC-7
AN/NRC- 102 AkN/TCC-60

b. USAMC has provided the following shipping dates for air
conditioner FS1 4120-930-5700. This is an 18000 BTU unit, generator
powered, 3/4-ton trailer mounted* and includes ducts, fire extinguishers,
ground rods and spare parts.

September - 146 January - 300
November - 300 February - 300
December - 294 March - 242

c. Additionally, all new shelter-mounted conununication
assemblages being deployed to Vietnam, as replacements for outmoded
equipment, will have air conditioning equipment.

FOR THE COMMANDER YN CHIEF:

X. T. OSBOURN

HAJ, AGC
1 Incl Ast AG
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1. ,fl~.

Probably the most Important lesson to be learned by a Division
Signal BattaUcn Comander and his staff when operating in an Internal
Defens (ID) grqiromont is that there is an increased need for fledbility
and Ingenuity, and that "fixed" ideas on missions, tasks and unit employment
"by the book" should be avoided. The desire. to maintain nomal internal
cemmnd relationships and tactical interity for ease of administration
and logistics within the signal battalion must not be allowed to hinder
readjsItaent gil/or realignment of missions, funmtions and even organization
and equpment when there are clear gains to be made operationally by so
'doing., A Division Signal Battalion Camander ill be faced with tasks that
are not stated or even impliid on any TOE mission statement• and on the other
hand, there will be a number of tasks normal to the battalion mission
which will be non-exdstent in the ID envirorment. Just as any other
tactical command tailors its combat force to the specific tasks to be
accomplished, so must the Division Signal Battalion tailor and allocate its
combat support resources to produce signal commurncation elements approVpri-
ate to the differing or alditional tasks peculiar to the ID envirorment.
It is, more often than not, unrealistic to attempt deployment or utilization
of the signal battalion in strict accordance with standard TOE organizatione
The standard company, platoon and section structure of a division signal
battalion is designed to prov.Ade the optimum organization. for signal support
of the division 'when deployed on a conventional or nuclear battlefield.
In an ID environment the division rarely assumes the standard headquarters
configurations or the normal deployment of subordinate units, and when the
organization for combat of the tactical unit being supported is altered
significantly, it follows that the signal battalion must be prepared to
alter its structure and employment accordinZly.

2. SIGNAL BATTALCN !XPLOYM!•T.

The most significant factor having a direct bearing on the
division signal battalion employment is the typical posture of division
headquarters and subordinate elements in the ID environment.

a. Division Headquarters - The conventional doctrine of two or
three echelons (command posts) of the division headquarters moving at
frequent intervals does not normally apply. In the 25th Division all
Headquarters elements are consolidated in a base camp at Cu Chi to obtain
security and economy of force against insurgent activity. This base has grown
into a complex requiring utilization, at least initially, of a good percent-
age of the signal battalion's resources. The base is a field CP as well as
a cMp, post, or station, and looked at from either aspect has commnuications
requirements far over and above those normally associated with the capabil-
ities of a division signal battalion. 'Wen the division headquarters does
move out to a forward location, little if any of the communications support
at Cu Chi can be turned off.

While area type signal support furnished by Signal Brigade troops is



71 ~~~ofhatidliig the inaa aftlistrative• elet~e emn~attno eed ofthe base eamp to Include both diviseanal

ate mite, the dvisic eigal battalion reaine highly ommtted at
the base amp. The internal baoe cap eamand eontrol, fire suortp and
ambat support eommnacations must 41 be maintained by the signal battalion
bw the secuwity of the baese The division headquarters a well as all of the
ubordinate mdnta retain and aontinW to operateTactical Operation Canters

e) Fire Support Leante (F03) at their base amps when they move their
i1'e out fm an operation. In effect then, all tactical comnmications are
"vduplicated" rther then "poved" when headquarters move to forward leoations.

b. Subordinate Zlments - In the ID enviroment the tnpical"
-mplonaent of subordinate elements is to establish battalion or reinforoed
eaapmny-sised fire support bases from which the maneuvwer elomets operate.
These bases, nomnally battalion size are relatively widely dispersed. wd
must be tied together with a completely reliable and responsive commnications
network in order to insure quick remotion in response to onmy activity. This
"quick reaction,' is the key to all offeneive-defensive actions in this type
enviromment. It requires essenti3all that all resourees, infantry#, artillery#,
mechanimed units, Army Air, tactical USAF, ete., be brought together quickly
in a coordinatea effort to meet a threat or take advantage of enmy activity.
This can only be done through a comprehensive communication system. We have
learned that, whdile the organic sixgle charnel radio in highly effective for
imediate tactical control below brigade level it is not sufficient for the

complex planning and coordination needed to tie in all the different ad
varying ommand and fire support elements involved in an area of operations.
We have found it expedient and extrueely worthhile. to provide signal
.upport teams down to battalion and fire support base rather than "cutting
off" Signal Battalion support at the brigade headquarters level.

Sa. It is the policy in this battalion that neither eqip4ent nor per-
sonnel are kept in reserve when they can be profitably anp.l red. A piece of
equipment standing idle in the motor pool can not be relied upon to be ready for
commitment. The only wey to insure electronic equipment is operable is to oper-
ate it. At all.multihannel VHF sites the remerve or back-up equipment is put
on the air to provide secondary links or alte-nate routes. This serves a
double purpose: not only do we have immediate back-up to all of our primary
lin1 but also we know the actual status of our equipment and personnel. We
spot weak areas in new people while they are operating on the back-up circuits
and can bring 'P their proficiency to insure the- are able to handle their job.
Thts same approach is used for .our RATT tesme, cam center personnel, and switch-
board teams. The personnel and equipnent, which will be supporting units which
are not in the field today, such as the Division Fwd CP, the Support Camand.
Division Artillery, eto, are operational today either at Cu Chi or in support
of other uIts to insure that they are, in reality, ready to go if we moe to
the field tomorrow.

3.* SIGNAL RATTALICK RAMIZATI.K

Shortly after joining the divisaian, I recognized the fact that keeping
tactical integrity acoording to TOR breakout of eayirment and personnel in the
signal battalion could lead to equipaent and personnel of certain elements lying
idle While other elements were over-oattedp or while a requirement for added
comunication was not being met. It was for this purpose, to get the maximum use
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Out of asI aailab2e rwurwoea• that shortly ftwr assuaing oa & I causd the
12%h Sli•al BattaliAn to be reorganized along functional line. t7 omuWatAM
mission rathe than in socordance with the "uwdt supoft" ounoept upon hAieh our
ow'wat TON is based.

a. In eesee what has been done is to consolidate all like comm•woa-
tiou resourae* I min rAd material in the followirg functional catagories regard-
less of TOE camper

(1) Communications systes technical control

(2) AN ad FM radio

(3) Cmunincation Center

(4) Teletypewriter terminals

(5) Kessang~em

(6) VHF radio and carrier te einals

(7) WF radio relavs

(8) Telephone switchboards

(9) Telephone installation and repair

(10) Cable installation and maintenance

b. This reorganization has enabled mn and the battalion 3-3 to have
ecaplete cognizance at all times of all resources committed and available. The
chart attached at Tab A indicates the total resources of this battallons
how they have been organized fu•ctionally, end status of employment. I believe
this chart* with accmpanying romarks, explains fully the utilization of ever7
man of my comand. Tailored forces made up of the particular type teas re-
quired are provided fc each specific misasica. In this wcy full use is made
of all our capabilty7 regardless of TOE stated mission, to provide the most
-reliable and dependable comunications possible. Use of resources in this man-
ner has enabled the battalion to do many things which are necessary in this en-
vircments btt which are not called for in any specific mission atatement.

c. A Tab B are the organization charts that show the now reorgan-
ization. To the maxiama extent possible reorganization was acecoplished by
attachment of personnel and equInent, by TOE paragraph nunber, from one
company to another. It should be noted that this battalion can quickly revert
to normal TOE organization simply by rescinding attachment orders. Only in
three cases were personnel and equipuent within paragraphs split-up. Thq
were peragraph 01 in TOE 11-373 and 11-39E and parngraph 09 in TOE 11-393.
This was necessary in order to attach 13 additional poweraen to "B" Company
(VHF Carrier) whch acquired all the A/ARC-69's, each containing power units.
This permitted equit4ble distribution of powerman in the units where the major-
ity of ganeratars were located. Paragrah 09 TOE 11-39E had to be split-up in
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47
aer to oepate the switchboard personnel end e at m the m

0en pareoannl and equipment uloh were plaed i "A QmpeM.

d. Co0'olidatedRIK - By combining all organisational singhl mnaiuibesne
tem at battalion Ievel (HD)s gresater flidbility end utilisati•n of 5g41al
tepaizanm and quipemt have been achioved. We hee mae fldbilit beoame
sipal maintenanoe team cam be tailored to fill specific needs duwing tactical
operations idthout ipmpiring the maintenance operation at bse amp. We get
maobma utiliuation of men end equip•ent by pooling our ramou'ese so that Mrs
empe-ienoed men oan guide and train new man, and all repair aid teot equipment
is wailable to be used to the maximum extent possible in saapport of all elements
of the battalion* The oapdability to provide maintenance contatt teon. consist-
ing of the number and type repairmaen needed is retained in this reorganisation.

e. Consolidation of teletypewriter and eryptograhic repairmen - Tale-
typewriter and cry~ aaphe repairmen have been detailed for duty in the
division comm center And distribution authority respectively. This practice
provides on site repair and maintenance thereby redwing equipment "downtime"
and also redues the amount of equipment handling necessary tr repair. Am the
comm center facilit~y is expandeds the teletype repair facility will be shifted to
the Smaidate vicinity of the ccammication center, since that section has
the great majority of the battalion's teletypewriter capability under the new
reorgandsation.

ft Consolidated PLL - This battalion has asked for and reoeived per-
mission to retain its consolidated PLL. All electronics, automotive, maall arma,
quartermaster, chemical and ngineer ILL items are maintained under the super-
vision of the battalion S-4. Here again we feel we have made more efficient
we of personnel and material resources. The battalion maintains approxiaately
950 line items in its PILL section. ILL stockage is determined by equipsent
density and demand data for the whole battalion in keeping wth the provisionsI
of AR 733-35. • The ILL section is located in close proximity to maintenance
facilities and uwit supply sections, and is readily accessible to all maint-
enance and supply personnel. Authorized running spares are carried on equip-
ment as directed.

4. SYMM CONML SYSOON)

Great emphasis is placed on systes control by the 125th Signal
Battalion. All ccuunicatione are planned, directed and coordinated by a
central systems control element operating uder the battalion -.3. The systemscontrol is located normally -wth the main command post. All directives con-
cerning commication operations pass from the SISCON to operating elements for
implementation through one or more technical control centere (formally called
facilities control)* Technical control centers are established as required at
hus of communication. The primary tool of the technical control centers is
the SB-611 patching central which permits limited testing of circuits aswe
as routing or re-routing of circuits in accordance with directives of the
510ON. In order to man and train personnel to work together as a cohesive$
well coordinated controlling element, all of the technical control personnel of
the battalion are consolidated in one unit, and they are a separate entity not
a part of another element, such as VHF, com center, or radio, etc. They are
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a eUNnoral. diresting group under the direct control of the 8.3 thzovA hi.
XMOON. Oood solid control communications have been found to be essential fto
.adaam perfoWrmeu of the commuiiation ocntrol mission. Wtile the 12Mh
Mpal Battalion uses the standard "channel 12" as the primary 818OM - TUOHOO.
aontrolaitem, we have found It essential to also utilise am radio not as

ills. We hae established af SOP that all signal elenenta in direct suport of
divisional elments have PK radio commurnications via the battalion cu command
net to the tachnical control center coordinating their operations. This systes
has paid high dividends on those many occasions when preplanned locations have
been chenged at the last minute or when preplanned frequencies have not bow
satisfactory. in PX radio is swat with each VHF teun. See Tab 0.

5. U 1IMVF

The 125Mth .Kial Battalion employs a very extensive multiohannel
VHF network. Boholon of command is Aq& the guide for enployment - rather
the criteria for deployaent is 1will use of multichannel VHF give better re-
liability and reeponsivmness". It is standard practice to employ VHF at vir-
tually all fire support bases to permit direct telephone links for fire support
coordination rather than relying solely upon single channel FM radio. Diagrams

depicting typical multichannel VHF networks for operations Junction City.
Manhattan and the Monsoon Campaign are attached at Tab D through F. It should
be noted that sines operation Junction City we have increasingly made use of
at least one secondary or alternate link in addition to the primary link.
These secondary routirge not only increase the reliability and survival of the
network in event of equipment loss* but also gives us built in flexibility
to meet additional or new circuit requirements to almost any point in the syutem
by means of "strap throughe". Some technical lessons learned or, in some
cases# relearned follow:

a. A modification of the old standby "quick mount" or "gun erect"
antenna erection system has proved invaluable especially when operating with
maneuver battalions and or fire support bases where movement is necessitated
relatively often. By using a base plate mounted on top of the shelter S-141, a
fifteen foot antenna mast can be erected and the system put on the air in 15
to 20 minutes. With few eaeptions, due to the relatively flat terrain in which
this unit is operating, this height of approximately 26 feet (shelter roof is
11 feet) is more than adequate for high quality transmission. Attached at
Tab G is a photograph of a typical installation.

br The use of 10" band frequencies snd equipment has proven to be
more satisfactory then .B. or 1"1 b o 'While the tuning of 10" band appears
to be more critical, once lined up, '0D" band has proven to be better over short
distances in flat terrains and does not appear to be as susceptible to inter-
ference from helicopters flying through the beam.

0. Operating VHF in heavy Jvngle areas presents special problems.
We have found only one successful answer and that is to get the fly swatter
above the canopy. This is not always as easy as it may sound. Maxinm= training
must be ;iven to all VHF teems in the erection of 60 feet masts in difficult,
close terrain and in field expedients to raise antennas above, the tree line.
Getting even one end of the link j above the tree line increases chances for
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9/
oeesse. Dwing the first phases of operation Jumntion City, THF to mrdta

operating in Northern Tay Nirh Provirce (War Zone 'CIO) were either non-enestant
or va7 marginal even %dth 60 lbot antansn on both ends. Daring the seoond
lh*se of Junctio City a radio relay sits wee established on Nui Ba Den Mountain
at in altitude of apprcximately 2300 feet. Activation of this relay sit* re-
sulted in obtaining circuits of ewellant-quality to all units in the northern
son*e In order to establish a site at Nu. Ba Den which is inaoesseable except
by heliooptrs eqppmaent from two M/MEC-54'e was dismounted gad installed in

'a abnkar, See Tab i.

d. We have found that establishing a standard height for antenna
mast8 is not always wise. Whereas height was an extreme asset when operating
in the Northern Tay Ninh Province it proved to be a detriment when operating in
other areas. In Hau Nhia Provincep as an eImaple, where the terrain is extremel)
flat and there are few heavily wooded areas8 we found that the lower we kept
the antenna the better. Links operating on a 45 or 60 foot antenna mast picked
up excessive noise and interference. When 15 foot mast were substituted circuit
quality improved Imeasurably. The lesson relearned is that there is no set
guide for antenna height - it depends on the situation and the terrain.

e. It has been found that the location of VHF rigs within a CP
location is very critical. The locating of VHF rigs near helipads has resulted
in noisy and unreliable VHF ocmmunications each time a helicopter lands or takes
off . For best results1 the sites should. be located awy fron the helipad on the
edge of the CP nearest the distant VHF terminal.

f. The overheating of VHF and teletype equipment in communication
shelters is a continuing serious problem within the Battalion. This exnessive
heat reduces the operating efficiency of the VHF equipment, especially in the
power supply section of the AN/mRC-24, in the TA-182s, and in the AN/TCC-7's.
This results in reduced telephone and teletype circuit quality and in increased
equipment maintenance problems. Air-conditioners for ccmmunication shelters
are vitally needed and should be standard equipment for this theater of
operations.

g. The MIARC-112 (4-channel radio relay set mounted in a 1/4 ton
vehiole and trailer) has proven to be a very useful piece of equipment, due to
its air-transportability. The set proved highly reliable during MAMHATTM for
employnent in support of artillery fire support bases. While more light air-
transportable VHF equipment is highly desirable, the AN/4RC-112 is not the final
answer. Due to its conflict with the frequency band of the new VRC-12 series
radios, employment of any great number of these sets would give serious 2re-
quency interference problems. To meet the continuing requirement for light
equipment a twelve-channel PHi terminal in a 3/4 ton trailer (AN//MC-34.5) has
been locally configured and has proved invaluable (Tab I). We have also found
that the AN/RC-69 can be easily transported by the CH-47 helicopter (Tab J).

h. Training must include a great deal of prwtice and drill in
lowering and erecting antennas, including 45' and 601 mastes during hours of
darkness. Enemy mortar and recoiless rifle attacks are invarAably made daring
hours of darkness and destroyed or damaged antennas must be replaced or repaired
immediately after cessation of hostile fire. We can not afford to wait untl
morning.
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S~6. M Aso.,

The ahl lesson leoaned in .,his area is that there Ii ni=ally
it nid Ow a amber of division RATT nets In this enviroment. The Inureased
r•ge a PH radio, aid the more Oftansive use of teletype via VHF may have
beoaiv ean this, bit regardless of the reasons we have found that one RATT net
In adequate to handle the traffic generated and to give us a reliable benk-up
for our VHF teletype. In this regard, workable HF frequsnoi are difficult
to came bry in this part of the world, and it is better to have one net operating
well for the major portion of the 24 hour period thin to attempt to have two or
three note operating, none of which are very efficient.

7. M ~RAMD.

1M radio is the primary means of oemunication used by ommanders
for immediate ecmand and control. Some lessons learned in this area are:

a. Nets

PM nets are more or less standard. We have, however, found it
very worthwhile to place' a stations operated by our division AAE elements
into the secure PM net with II Force AAE and all aviation battalions in our
area* This net is actually an aviation group net. Coordination of aerial
moves and requests for aviation support have been greatly expedited by this net.

b. Comand and Contral Aircraft

In this environment commanders of necessity must travel by
airs and it they are to be ,,commanders" they must have sufficient com~muications

to allow them to Influence the action while in flight. This division utilizes
tID as a ccmmend-control aircraft for the principal commanders. The distribu-
tion of these ships and the radio equipment contained in each are shown on
TablK. These comanders are habitually required to communicate with units two&
and at times three command levels below. For example., the division Ccomander
ad ADC's communicate as much with battalion commanders as with brigade com-
mandere, and in the course of a single operation, with as macny as six or seven
different units extensively. We have found it expedient to mount.PM-26's in
-4dition to the ASC-6, 10tes, or 11is normally found in the command and control
ships to give commanders the flexibility required. One of the radios in the
ABC console is normally kept on the command net of the commander in the air-
craft at all times, m*le the second set is kept on the command net of the next
higher comsndd The RT-246 is then free to be used to switch to any other unit
frequency as required.

o. Retransmission

The A*XIVRC- has proven to be highly valuable for retrans-

mission. Retransmission with this set is highly reliable yet simple to
operate. This division operates four (4) retransmission station; the
division command net; the division artillery command net; the 3/4 Cavalry
Squadron command net; and the 3/4 Infantry Brigade command net. The Infantry
Brigades normally operate their own retransmission stations, however, in
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the come of the 3/4In t which operates In northern provinoej, the sigpe1
battalion operate@ a station for then from our location on Nui Ba Dan moiuntain.
We also provide tise su~m~t for the 3/4 Otwairy Squadron to enable them to
oammwdote with their 1ois range patrol elements operating in the jwag~.e

L area to the north. The 125th 8ignal Battalion retransuission station &Ad
YX olto).staio asloctedonthe only piece of high ground in the area,

3N4. Ba Den. All eqi4iuient* supplies, water# rations and POL must be air-
Lifted in. The battalion ham fabricated a compact coemunications package
by aodifyira a OONU cort siner. This container has racks for four 94/VRC-49' a
&an a VR0-46,. and mount* for whip antennae and RC.292 antennae fixed to the
sides. Gene atos batteries and rectifiers to provide sufficient power are also
included. The ptiotograjhts attached as Tab I show the retransmission station
and also gives an idea of the ruggedness of the terrain of Nui Ba Dan.

d, Radio Wire Integration

Emellent results have been obtained utilizing P!M radio wire
integration (RIC) in the past two months.* It has been found to be e~septionally
useful for the, G..5 people -who travel consistently to villages and hamlets where
no communuications other than their own radio wedst. A locally fabricated
electronic "box" utilized IIV thcs 12tdt Xgairs Battalion in p1znco of thu AI/GSAJT
has ben Wted bV V,215th asstandard forR ME me. See Tab M.

*. ?N Radio in Jungle Terrain

The problems of transmission with M~ radio in Jungle terrain
are not am serious when using the AN/PRC-25 or VRO-12 series radios an
they were when the PRC-10 and AN/GRC-3 through 8 series radios were an-
ployed. It imp however, still prudenut to got the anterme, above the JwuJ..
c&AojyV when possible. RC-292 antenna heads mouonted, on a 60' VHF mast were
used very effectively durirg Operation JUNCTION CITY.

f. F0' ar~d Air Control (FAC) Air-Ground Comunioa~tions

The 1K radio MJ/IIC-44 installed in the Air Force owned 0-1
"tBflidog"t aircraft used by Forward Air Controllers (FAC) as observation end
fire control aircraft does not have the frequency or ohannelization range
of the AI4/VRC--12 series or AN/PRC-25 radios. As a results it is often dif-
ficult and somnetimes impossible for the FAG to cocmmunicate with a tactical
aunt being provided close -air support. To solve this problems, the 125th Sig-.

nal Battalion has mounted an RI/HIC-25 in the piane to supplement the existimg
VHF1 aný 1111 comumunications. The following requirements were made by the
Air Force before the final product was accept~able to theni:

(1) The power must be derived f~rcm the plane's electrical system.

(2) The A.lot's existing helmet with headset and microphione
must be comupatible Aith both the plane' s commzunication system and the now
PRC-23 system.

(3) The pilot must be able to monitor both systems at the
sane time# keqing ome system or the other at waill..

Using a 21,.-volt wet c ell for power., a two-way switch and a 180



da rteistor to mate • impedaice, a system has bean sated to inte...
gate the two systems, i.e. the M/PRC..25 with the existing radio system.
Tab 9 depicts the arrangement photographically.

The 25th Infantry Division, as it is employed tactically in a
aounterinsurgency environment, has established a large base cmp at Cu Chi
to support combat operations. Kperienoe at Cu Chi Base Camp shows that
the Division has, for all intents and purposes, developed a need for a post
signal type cable system and requires comparable switchboard service.

a. Initially, the 125th Signal Battalion operated the Lightning
Main switchboard, handling 100 local telephones and 50 to 80 trunk circuits.
It was quickly apparent that the TOE Division Main switchboard, the MrC-3,
could not handle the load and a AN/MTC-1 was "found,, to do the job. Estab-
lis~aent by the 86th Signal Battalion of a AN/4TC-9 has relieved the division
signal battalion of most of the administrative load. At present Lightning
Main switchboard has 55 local lines and 81 trunks lines. The total trunks
expand to over 100 circuits when all uajot. ordmnatL unite displtce.frog
Base Camp. The lesson learned is that the division requires me M/ýMC-I
switchboards. A list of subscribers normally handled at Division Base Camp
is attached as Tab O. Tab P shore the truia.cs handled by the division board.

b. A major lesson learned has been that even with heavy support
from "Jfty" signal troops at base camps there is still an inordinately high
requirement planed upon the division signal battalion's switchboard capability
both in equipment and manpower. We have found that when we displace Division
Headquarters to a forward CP location; when Division Arty and Support Commandmove out to forward locations; and mhen all bri_,:ades are out of base campi, westill have an extremely heavy base camp requircment. -which can not be handled
by the "area" switchboard. This is due to the f art that all1 these units leave
sizable elements in the base camp and all continue to require their tacticalecmmunication for security and adminstration of the base. In addition w they

&I require extensive tie in to the forward location of their units.

9. SOL.!M CIRCUITS.

The need for quick response has increased considerably the requirement
for sole-user (point-to-point) circuits. More people are now directly involved
in operations on an immediate basis* That is, the need for sole-user circuits
is no longer limited to the G-2/3 and FSE typos. Here in the 25th Division,
the G-3 Air, the Army Aviation Elmnent (AAE) and the USAF Air Liaison Officer
(ALO) all require extensive point-to-point commuxnications. Tab Q depicts a
typical sole-user telephone chart for circuits terminated at division. It
should be noted that the type of termination utilized by elements of divisionheadquarters varies not only in accordance with the number of sole-users ter-
minated, but also with the desire of the user. For examplep the G-2/3 oper-
ating the DTOC prefers that the signal battalion operate the DTOC switchboard,
and we therefore provide an SB-86 and operators to handle his 28 sole-user
lines. The only line not terminating in this board is the sole-user to II
Force TOC (equivalent to Corps). The Artillery people of the FSE and the
aviation personnel of the AAE prefer to have a switchboard operated by there
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oao people. We have therefore provided then with an 85-22, and in additionp
give both a means of utiltzing power ring on their phones for oonweniuAe.
The 0-3 Air and the USAF ALO prefer to have their sole-us4rs terminated on
teleshanes. We have provided them with loodll.y fabricated consoles whih
Inoorporate power ring and a visual signallrg device for each phone. The
varied type installations are depicted at Tab R. It should be noted that
eh of these installations Is duplicated in a hardened comamd bim*w and a
buildng here at Ou Ohio as wall an in vane for ue at forward OP locations.
In addition to sole-user airoults from division headquarters there are con-
siderable sole-user requiromuts within division artillery and brigades.
Typical reqirements are shown on the chart at Tab S.

10.O, o-uM CIRCUITS.

The oommon-%zar telephone network continues to be quite an eaie-
sive one in this environment. A lesson learned is that we must be careful
to avoid downgrading the oomon-user system to an unacceptable degree, due
to the heawy need for solo-user circuits. Unless he plans and installs
enio* VHF links to satisfy all requiireents, a signal officer may vary wellfind himself "out of" circuits for an effective cocmon-user network. It
should be noted that for units below brigade# one or two comon-user tr o !
are normally provided between that unit and its parent unit swittchboard.
This is normally provided via cable when in base camp and over VHF mhen units
establish combat base amps that can be supported by signal battalion teamse

116. OAELI AND WKIM INSTALLATION.

The Cu Chi Base Camp cable system was installed in three distinct
phases*. Phases I and II were carried out by the 125th Signal Battalion with
some assistance from a cable platoon of the 39th Signal Battalion. Phase II3
was installed by the 2nd Signal Group,

a. Phase I construction initially involved 26 pair cable in the DTOC
aea and 5 pair cable to outlying units. Spiral 4 cable was also installed to all
,.nits that required sole-user circuits to the Division Tactical Operations
V m•ter (DTOC).

b. Growth requirements made expansion of the 5 pair cable syste-eessary. Phase 11 construction was initially7 a 26 pair teetioal cabl~estem designed to provide sole-user and comon-user truaks and locals to all

%.t in Cu Chi Base Camp. The Phase I and II system installed is depicted
on the diagram attached as Tab T. A cable platoon from the 39th Signal
Battalion assisted by setting cement poles and installing 25 pair -comercial
cab - from the DTOC to the Division Wire Head. The platoon departed Cu Chi
leavirg several thousand feet of 25 pair commercial cable which the 125th & gnel

51lion installed to major subordinate units of the Division. The Division
Simoal Battalion also installed a small amount of 1O) and 200 pair cable under-
ground. At the end of Phase II the Signal Battalion had installed the fol-
lowing cable within base camp in support of the 25th Infantry Diviuioni
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0. Phase III is a sophisticated fixed plant cable systm. It is
designed to povide facilties for solo-user end omon-us trunk oiruits
4r a dial central office in support of the 25th Infantry Division. Thiscable systas con~structed by the 28Mt Signal Company of the 2nd Signal

Group, was firehod 3 Ma 1967 and the out-over of Divisin circuits is now in
the fnal stages.,

d. The lesson learned in cable and wire installation is that a
requirement exists for S not less cable and mire construction in this
enviroment, and the type of construction required is more sophisticated and
semi-permanent. At one point in time$ this battaliom found itself with
ahiost all of its wire and cable resources in material installed - end no
siable mount of cabe on-hand. Had it been necessary at that time to

install a forward division OP we would have been hard preesed to find the re-
quired cable. Reliance can not be placed completely on the "Army" signal support
units. Their construction does not take into account eneny action, nor do they
have the necessary "quick rehabilitation" capability needed for the tactical
circuits* For this reasons the signal battalion must continue to install
and maintain cable in base e•np• which are hardened (undergroiund),, and they
must maintain the capability to rehabilitate these lines in good time when
they are damaged due to any cause.

12. WUNICATION WITH AWVN AN OTHER RVN )RCES.

A major requirement in tmfe ID environment is the ability to
communicate effectively with a number of other forces in the division's
Tactical Area of Interest (TAOI). This includes US advisors at province
and sector headquarteres, A•V units and CIDO camps in the TAQI. A
great deal of coordination is required not only to establish lines of
communication but to keep up with the many changes constantly being madeby these varioue outfits . Due to differing types of equipment at each
place, tying in of all the necessary links so that all of the units can
exchange information and, more important, oall for assistance from each
other in the way of artillery support, light fire aup t teams, USAF
tactioal air, and ground reaction forcer is not an ei task. Tab V
throl* W show the primary communications provided in the 25th Division
TAM, In eddition, all mite are kept up to date on the PH nets of all
other units and current SCl items to include authentication charts are
interchanged.

13. MUZTAY AfiM.AT RADIO STATION (MARS).

An added requirenst not normally handled by a division signal
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baktalfta In the ield is the operation of a MM Station for the welfroe W
morals of the am"n .

a. 7he 25th Infantry Division MARS Ration# MAJp has bern opersag
over the lest Year and one half. The station comes under the operation control
of the 12Pth SIual Rattalen., The battalion prvides the station with opea-
ating personnel and povides the maintenance capability fbr the radio eqaipmnt.
Meamy to bq necessary radio equipAent that cannot be obtained threouh
military aunlpy systen is provided b nonm-appropriated welfare fAmds, and
equi4tent is plohased out of country.

b. The 25%t Infmatry Division MaS Station is a 24 hour per day
operation uider the control of the Division MXAR Direotor# and NOOIOC, sr five
operatorse These personnel, amsigned to 1HH of the Signal Battalion, are
dram primarily from the NMS 050 personnel or other battalion personnel with
prvous HAu e*srimee.

a. Ihe Division NAS Station averages over 1,000 phone patchee in
a month to OtiUS. vftch is more then any other hltS Station in RVN. The 25th
Iantry Division MARS Station serves not only the Division, but all personnel
in the area.

d. During Operation JUNCTICU CITY, the MARS faoni3ty was carried
to the forward CP Wrea to serve troops in the field seimply by providing a
direct circuit from the forward location to the MAS Station at Ou Chi for
phone pa•ches. The high quality of our VHF is attested to by the fast that
several hundred calls were made over this line with excellent resultso.

14. s�EC LAD LEIS.

It is believed that the 125th Signal Battalion is the first to have
installed a secure land line circuit at a division level. Such a circuit was
engineered and installed in order to expedite spot reports between the 372d
RR Oa•pany ad the division G-2. The TSEC/XY-8 has been employod for this
prpose utilising spiral four cable an the media of transmission* Xsentiallyj
both TSUO/KY-8 sets are operated in the back-to-back (test) mode. The short
bak-to-back cable is replaced with spiral four of the required length. This
system has proved to be virtually trouble free and produces an extrmely high
qua"atY secure voice line.

One lesson which we continue to learn over and over, but which no
one does anything about officially, is that we need air-conditioning for our
cimmuication shelters. The problem. we are experiencing is not now - we have
been experiencing it in Vietnum for years - it is simply that our camzdcationa
sytea is down-graded to a very great extent by the climatic conditions encount-
ered here. Our carrier equipment, ringers, TH-5's, teletypewriter, etc,j Just
winl not give optimum performance under the heat and dust conditions e dstirig
here. The only acceptable answer is to reduce the temperature and keep the
shelters closed - this means air-conditlonirg.
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a. Where it is needed - In a divieeom signal battalion, a number of
ocitical assmblaese contained In shelterU requre air-conditioning A list
co thes assmblagco is attoohed so Tab X.

b. %hat type . I i not a olimate control engineer and therefore
cen not olaia to have a technical answer s far as BTU rating requireents re
concerned* I'murea it would vary considerably for each different type
shelter. However it ahould be quite obvious that we need a relatively liht,celt contained unit that can be mounted external3,y on the shelters with a
reasonable power consumption rating in line writh the generator power noraa&Uq
avall1abl.eo It appear to me that a standard ecmnomial1 air-condititner of
aproiately 118*500 BTJLU operating on 110 or 220 volts at 12 to 15 rope wou24
do the job very wval. *Wht we do L want is a seperate large unit requiring
a trailer to hoal it. We do not have the prime movers to haul extra trailers#
nor wobld we have the driver, mechanics, etc. that would be needed if extra
prime movers were made available. The gulde line on this should be - keep it

APipe.

16. P TIT N FOR SIGNAL MTETS.

The insurgents capability to bring indirect and direct fire upon any
of our signal sites has been deaonstrated on numerous occasions. Maximamdign in# bunkering of equipments and provision of personnel bunkers areessential. Typical protected sites employed by this battalion are depicted
by tho photographs attached as Tab Y. It is SOP in this battalion to senda good size wire and cable team vdth each direct support signal t.a. These

teams are utilized, aftw the wire/cable system is installed, to assist VHF,
radso, and cam center teams in the construction of equipment and personnel
bunkers.

LOUIS G. HAE-

Commandin
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